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Local detachment of RCMP today 
iattietf a directive. that all small 
arms obtained prior to Jan. 1, 1952, 
must be re-registered. No reason 
was given for the move, other than 
the fact that Instructions had been 
received from Ottawa to this ef­
fect i
Acting police chief, Cpl. Ed An­
derson said the order covers revolv­
ers, pistols and automatic firearms. 
This does not include the ordinary 
type of rifle, shot gun or air gun.
Cpl.. Anderson also disclosed that 
new instructions also make it com­
pulsory for an Individual wishing to 
purchase a revolver or pistol, must 
first obtain necessary authority 
from local police .department. This 
also applies in the event a person 
wants to borrow or receive a pistol 
as; a gift .
New type of fire arm registration 
form was issued when* the criminal 
code v/is amended. In the event 
that - certificates have been lost, 
owners must submit descriptions of 
fire arms,"quoting the make of fire 
arm, calibre,; serial number, num­




The Kelowna Branch of the - Ok­
anagan Regional Library, located in 
its new 'building on the comer of
fruit growers start arriving 
for three-day BCFGA parley
Local restaurants 
extend hours
Local restaurant proprietors 
have agreed to extend eating- 
hours for the convenience o f the 
350-odd delegates and guests 
who will be attending this 
week’s sixty-sixth annual BCF 
GA convention.
It is the first time since 1947 
that the growers have held their 
annual three-day parley here. 
The Royal Anne this week-end 
completed a large addition to 
the hotel, thus providing more 
accommodation.
At least eight cafes will keep 
doors open until midnight and 
several others will remain open 
until 1.00 a.m.
Delegates representing 3,500-odd growers in the tree fruit 
area from Kamloops to the border, started converging on Kelowna 
today in preparation for'the three-day parley which opens tomorrow 
morning. ; J ; \  ^.
The 77; official delegates who will discuss the pros, and cops 
of the Okanagan’s $25,000,000 industry are meeting, hejrc ĵ or ttys 
first time since 1947. Improved hotel accommodation and assur­
ance that restaurants would stay open late at night was responsible 
for the BCFGA executive accepting the city’s parley invitation. * 
While- no contentious issues are
Among ten flight cadets from British Columbia to graduate 
from the RCAF’s first pre-flight school course were the three 
Qiieensway and~Eliis, will be open shown above sharing a moment of mutual congratulation prior to
the start of the official ceremonies.
They are left to right) Flight Cadets: H. E. S. Luck, son of 
Mrs. W. P. Payne, 868 Wilson Avenue, Kelowna; J. B. Landis, 
brother of Bamdy Ross, Salmo, B.C.; and P. J. Moran, son of Mrs. 
C. P. Moran, 717 Josephine Street, Nelson.
The ceremony, marking a new phase in RCAF training, was
for business ont Tuesday, 10.00 a.m. 
to 5.30 p-m., and 7.00 p.m. to 9.00 
p.m.; according to Mrs. M. Ffoulkes, 
librarian.
Official opening will be announc­
ed later.
•Weekly opening hours, effective 
immediately, are: Monday, Thurs­
day and Saturday, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 
p.m,; Tuesday, 10.00 a.m. to 5.30 
pan.; and 7.00 p.m. to 9.00 p.m.; Wed­
nesday, 10.00 a.m. to 12 noon; and 
Friday, 10,00 a.m .to  9.00 p.m. The 
children's library
attended by Air Marshal C. R. Slemon, Chief of the Air Staff, who
officiated in handing-out the graduating certificates. Also in at- seeking a grant from federal and 
tendance was Air Vice-Marshal J. G. Kerr, Air Officer Com- P.roY?P.cial governments to assist 
mandmg, RCAF Training Command. h K t f J ?
F/C Moran will now proceed to No. 3 Flying Training School The expansion program, which
anticipated, Judging’ from the . 54 
resolutions to be presented on ihe 
convention floor, growers neverthe-. 
less will be" interested to learn how 
the industry fared during the last 
year and if any progress has been 
made on the research and develop­
ment of by-products by the sub­
sidiary organization, B.C. Fruit Pro­
cessors Ltd.
SUCCESSFUL 'EXPERIMENTS
The latter organization has the 
largest processing plant on the west 
coast, the only other one of com­
parable- size being the California 
Fruit Growers’ Exchange.
Under the direction of general 
manager, R. P. Walrod, fruit pro­
cessors recently concluded success­
ful experiments and the company is 
now ready to expand operations. 
Due to increased soft fruit acreage, 
particularly in the apricot and 
peach line,-industry officials can 
see a huge surplus within the next 
Kelowna district ̂ School’ board is few years, and fruit processors are
endeavoring to plan ahead with a 
view of taking care of this surplus.
A. R. Garrish, Who has headed 
the BCFGA for the past five years, 





at Claresholm, Alberta, where he will undergo pilot training. F/C wiP cost $45,000, would include an parley at 10.00 a.m. Tuesday. Hon 
Luck will take his pilot training at No..4 Flying Training School, r̂ !1̂haJlics' c?urse, at Kelow-~ ■
Penhold; Alberta, ̂ and F/C Umdis winproceed to the RCAFs E u S  Sgh.aSt milmles Iater.
Kenneth Kiernan, minister of agri­
culture, will address delegates 15
Air Navigational School at Winnipeg for training as an air ob­
server. ■ • (National Defence Photo) pre-
. INSTAL OFFICERS ,
Jack Pothecary, North Okanagan 
Zone Commander, Canadian Le- 
(entrance round gion, - of Armstrong,' will instal of- 
the side of the building) will be ficers of the * Canadian Legion at 
every day. excepting . Wednesday an installation meeting next Thurs-, 
and Sunday, .from 2.90- p jn .to  san day^vi pa^j ^ i - .. 
P-*n. . ports will be presented.;
Gala celebration
Under 4he proposed scheme, fed- This will' be followed by a report 
eral ̂  and provincial governments from the, BCFGA ' executive,
“  contribVle 35 Percent, sented by Mr. Garrish.
raised by Tuesday afternoon will be taken
would be Up with presentation of reports by 
allocated for equipment,- and "
balance for buildings.
the
W ell-known local resident C . M . Horner 
passes aw ay following a heart attack
Charles Merwin Horner, of Okanagan .Mission, a :well known 
resident of this district, died in hospital last Friday following a 
heart attack.
Mr. Horner was bom in Toronto 
and came west as’ a young .man, 
ranching in central Alberta in the 
Consort' district for several years.
In 1922 he became a valued under­
w riter for the Mutual Life Assur­
ance Co. of Canada nnd lived at 
Provost, Alberta, until his appoint­
ment as manager of the company’s 
office for northern Alberta, at Ed-, 
monton, in 1932. On the advice of 
his'doctor, he-gave up the manag­
ership in. 1941 and moved with his 
family to the Okanagan as district 
representative.
Mr. Horner was married in 3925 
to Doris Hayes, daughter of one of 
the early settlers in the Monitor 
district. He was n veteran of the 
South .African War, and a past 
master of the Masonic Lodge, and 
an active member of the Anglican 
Church.,
Surviving qje his wife, Doris,.
Okanagan Mission, and two sons,
Alan, Hamilton, Ont., Lyle, Edmon­
ton, on«t 'grandchild, and one sister,
Leslie, of Toronto.
Services were conducted this 
afternoon in St. Michael and All 
Angels' Church, Ven. Archdeacon 
D. S. Catchpole, assisted by Rev, R.
Brown, of Oyama, officiating.,
Pallbearers were R. J. Marshall,
Silver mugs will be presented to every chijd Keremeos Wih 
born in Kelowna on city's anniversary date jj„jt j jjf .
School teachers 
from England
Silver mugs will be presented to every chdd born* in Kelowna on 
May 4, 1955, commemorating the city’s 50m anniversary., .
Plans for holding' a week-long gala celebration the first week 
of May, were discussed at a . special meeting Thursday night. An 
open-air church service will start festivities on May 1. Public holi­
day will be declared on May 4, anniversary date of the incorpora­
tion of Kelowna as a municipality.
•A mammoth birthday cake, com- .— ----- :—- ———  ------ :----—.—
plete with 50 candles, will be erect­
ed at the foot of Bernard Avenue, 
overlooking the lake. Civic holiday 
will include a street parade, depict­
ing old-time costumes, cake,light­
ing ceremony; banquet for old tim­
ers; entertainment in the city park 
and. street, lighting.
Kelowna’s main • street will take 
on a carnival appearance. Booths 
will be erected for skill games with 
at,least three orchestras taking part 
in the street dances.
The jubilee committee, under the 
chairmanship of Aid, Art ■ Jackson, 
is making another appeal to resi­
dents, who have in their possession 
ancient photographs of the city, to 
turn them over -to the committee.
They should- he sent to Jim Hud­
son, secretary of the jubilee com­
mittee,' city hall, and if possible, nil 
pictures should be identified. Pho­
tographs will be returned to the 
owners.
Over 800 attend 
Jehovah Witness 
rally on Sunday
A modern $10,000 Similkameen 
Community Health Centre will be 
constructed this sprihg at • Kereme­
os, according to Dr. D. A. Clarke, 
director of South Okanagan Health 
Unit.
Federal and provincial govern­
ment authorities
Al K. Loyd and J. B. Lander, presi 
dent and sales manager, respective­
ly; B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd. First por­
tion of the resolutions will also be 
considered.
CIVIC BANQUET 
■ ’"Wednesday's" agenda includes re­
ports from the B.C. fruit board;-B.C. 
Fruit Processors Ltd.; an address 
by C. E. S. Walls, secretary-mana­
ger, B.C. federation of agriculture, 
while in the evening a banquet,
And so a dream is well on Us 
way to being realized. Formation 
of a Kelowna Symphony Society 
appears to be certain in the near 
future.
Attracted by an article in Tho 
Courier on this subject, H. Gor- 
don-Milroy of Summcrland, who 
moved to Kelowna this week­
end, has taken the first positive 
step. Registration forms for 
those interested have been print­
ed at his behest and m a y b e  
picked up at The ̂ Courier..
Completed forms should be 
mailed to Box 2506, The Kelow­
na Courier, or dropped in at the 
office.
Reportedly eminently quali­
fied, Mr. Gordon-Mllroy, hopes 
to form a 70-piece orchestra, no 
matter how long it may take. His 
experience includes that of be­
ing managing director and pro­
ducer for International Artists.
When sufficient completed reg­
istration forms have been return­
ed, a general meeting' will be 
'called.
Fractures leg 
when hit b y car
C. Z. Parrish, 2227 Pendozi StreeC 
sustained a broken leg and facial 
injuries when struck by an auto­
mobile on'Pendozi Street in front of 
;ponvoS;«d '7oin t!;'''b ; &  i m ™™, g « « « *
trade board,'will be tendered dele- a^‘
gates at the Canadian Legion hall. Alleged driver of the car, accord- 
Highlight of Thursday’s session in2 to RCMP was Mrs. L. Scott.
will be the election of officers to —r ——----— ■.
fill posts on the various ; bodies, REGULATED AREA
such as board of governors of B.C. Aid. R. D. Knox has been ap-have, approved _ . r r  „ „  -  — >• — . ............ ..
plans, and .will -each contribute Fruits; directors of B.G. Fruit pointed the cityVrepresentative on. T>r•rwv>c<̂nrQ, T .tH • nnrl RPPP.A «___i’ —:.i c* i». . «
CHARLES M. HORNER
Wrti, Hinton, ,J. Lonnie, L, Dunna- 
way, G. DeHart, and R. Miller of 
Vernon. Day’s Funeral Service was 
in charge of arrangements.
FILM COUNCIL
Rc-/>rganlzjitlonal meeting of the 
Kelowna Film Council will be held 
in the City Hall committee room 
next Friday at 7.30 p.m.
Shuttle players will defend trophies
To help alleviate the teacher 
shortage in B.C. and; to make avail­
able to some of the less fortunate 
districts the services of B.C.’s own 
well-trained teachers, efforts will 
bo made to acquire the services of 
three qualified British teachers for 
School District No. 23. This was 
decided at a meeting of the board 
held Thursday night.
Although the Kelowna district 
has experienced little difficulty in 
obtaining sufficient staff in tho 
past, it was decided by trustees to 
co-operate with the provincial de­
partment of education in its efforts 
to provide more teachers for B.C. 
ns a whole.
Teachers will be c a r e f u l l y  
screened by a government repre­
sentative in England nnd allocated 
to the individual districts according 
to their qualifications and tho dis­
trict’s reqiircmcnts.
Over 800 people jammed' the 
Empress theatre Sunday night at 
the concluding session of the three 
day parley held by Jehovah Wit­
nesses in Kelowna.
J. H. Nathan, Toronto,, was guest 
speaker at the Sunday night rally. 
On Saturday evening Vernon R 
Duncombe was in charge . of 
Watchtower movie' film “New 
Worid Society in Action." It gave 
a first hand description of Jeho­
vah’s Witnesses world wide move­
ment.
$3,000,
Health centre will he a modem 
one-storey building with 1,200 
square feet of floor space, it will 
act as a sub-office for South .Okan­
agan Health Unit located, at Kel­
owna, and will provide space for 
public health nurse, clerical work­
er, well-baby clinic, visiting phy- 
thi* sician and dentist. v
Building committee, under lead­
ership of Mrs. J. C. Clarke, hopes 
to raise $3,500 in the Similkameen 
area.
Processors’ Ltd.; and BCFG  exe­
cutive. the board of appeal of the Kelowna Regulated area.
C. D. Buckland again heads 
Rutland Board of Trade
C t i !
t! HIR, i&yV VOM,
TRADE BOARD
City of Kelowna will be repre­
sented on the Board of Trade exe­




At tho regular semi-monthly 
meeting of the Kelowna nnd Dist­
rict School Board the following 
committees were approved: 
Maintenance and repairs, H. T, 
Elford, J. A. Zdralok; transporta­
tion, J, F. Klnssen, J, Cnmoron; 
teacher personnel, Mrs. M, McFot- 
rjdgc, C. O. Dodds; labor relations 
and personnel,' Geo. Day, E. L, 
Morrison, J. Cnmcron; new school 
construction, E. L, Morrison, C. O. 
DoddB, Goo. Day; finance nnd in- 
Mirnncb, C. T. Hubbard; hcnlth unit, 
Mrs. A. C. McFetridge.
RUTLAND—-Charles D. Buckland, Other cxccutlvo members arc:
well-known fruit grower, was re- Bert Hill, of Crossroads Tractor 
elected president of the Rutland Sery1ce- nnd president of tho fire 
Board of Trade for a second term proicct,lvo society; Percy Gccn, Bcl-
. ANNUAL MEETING
Annual meeting of Kelowna Vol- _ . __ ____  ___ ______ _
unteer Fire, Brigade will, be held at the annual meeting h^eldf Wed-* g0 fruit firower; Dick Lucas, post­
tonight at Brigade headquarters, nesday. master nnd fire chief; Dr. A. W, N. ■
llBht the ™Mu„8. ■ j E S t f + S l S ’ i S ! n £ f
tlon of officers resulted In the s c - i f f i f  Blrt simwlcr SSvd"a 
ceptancc by acclamation of the slate Drive-In nn iecllonist and sonyd<>f 
presented by the nominating com- tho well-known Vnra^^^
years'cxecutiveUdCS m'my °f nst mari: Jnok Glen, Rutland Variety year s executive, 9tore, GCorBo Wassmuth, secretary
V^lcc-preskjcnt for another term of the Black Mt. Irrigation District; 
is Ernie Crlpps, manager of the Me- Arthur Geen, Ellison fruit grower! 
Lean and Fitzpatrick packinghouse; and George Rolth, manager of the 
secretary for a third term Is Harry Rutland Branch; Kelowna Growers 
Hobbs, of the local teaching staff, Exchange, In addition, Fred A. 
and tho post.of treasurer has been Stevens is a member;of tho execu­
t i o n  over by D, II. Campbell, prln- tlve ex-officio, ns chairman of the 
cipal of the Rutland schools. Rutlamj local of the BCpOA.
P
ilii
Canadian Legion pipe band 
honors George Sutherland
George Sutherland, okl-tinie resident of Kclb\vna, and honorary 
president of the Canadian Legion Pipe Bjuid, was presented with a 
life membership for his outstanding contribution to the association 
over the past 20 years,
Rotarians beat 
Gyro curlers
Kelowna Rotary Club captured 
tho Rotary-Gyro Curling Cup by 
defeating the local Gyros In two 
of threo games played in Kelow­
na Curling Club yesterday.
Tho cup wos> originally put up as 
a gold cup between the two service 
clubs but is was decided to switch 
it to curling this year.
Tom Tomlyo, chairman of ■ the 
Rotary sports committee, will bo 
presented with the cup at the'Gyro 
mooting tomorrow night. ,
Tho two defeated Gyro Club 
loams are required to pay for tho 
dinners of the two winning Rotary 
Club rinks,! while tho Rotarians 
.will have to pay for only pno rinks’ 
meals.
Preside over BCFGA convention
4?'
, " 1 *
Saturday and Sunday of this
Pre.scntntfon was made at the 
annual meeting of the pipe band 
held Thursday night. A former al­
derman, Mr, Sutherland, has taken 
a keen interest In the hand, and in 
bygone years has helped purchase 
uniforms nnd made it financially 
possible for the aggregation to ap­
pear ot out-of-town celehralions.
Other executive members elected 
were; band manager, L, W. Pres­
ton; secrctury-treashrer, I). G. 
Johnson; drum major, Don While; 
pipe , major, John Arthur; drum 
sgt.. II. Marshall; pipe sgt., A. 
Harvey; entertainment committee, 
A. Would. R. McPhec; publilclty.Badminton enthusiasts from ull over the Valley will compete at r ay 
tveek for silvenvare displayed above. Aldan Spillcr and Lain Lumont hold Butler Challenge Tro- n °b‘' rl “nd Iirucc Preston, 
phy, which Utey woo last year in men’s doubles; Joan Motowylo and Vol Van Ackercn won Stiell wlu nn ?rtivc
JTrophy in laditV doubles. AB four champions will defend their titles in tho week-end joust. J t  . Ke,owna Jubilee ceiebra-tion* tbia year.
Local Coy Cup 
team will meet 
Vernon tonight
Kelowna’s Coy Cup' entry goes 
to Vernon tonight to tangle with 
the northern rity’a squad in a reg­
ularly scheduled Okanagan-Main- 
lino Intermediate *‘A’’ Hockey 
League fixture.
Orchard City team will be In ac­
tion again on Wednesday night 
when they host Penticton in Mem­
orial Arm* for * league beut
Nick Kepes, of Kelowna, look top 
honors in Vernon's annual 13-gamo 
bowling tournament staged at Del- 
Mar Alleys yesterday. He rolled 
a total of 3,495 points lor high total.
Eleven Orchard. City bowlers 
were in attendance, with T. Tninagl 
and Ed Turner, both of Kelowna, 
scoring high single and high three- 
game respectively; Tomagl bowled 
321, while Turner scored 851,
John Verboon, of Lumby, a bowl­
er who is always “in the money” 
In valley competition, picked up 
second-place lq the tournament,.
i j ' :  v
A. R. GARRISH JACK MACLENNAN
Two key figures who will preside over the 66th annual con- 
lion of the British C’olu'mbia Fruit Growers’ Association will be 
A. R. Garrish, president, and Jack Maclcnnan, secretary. Mr. 
Garrish has guided the reins of the organisation for the past four 
years, while Mr. Maclcnnan has been secretary since 1952. Three- 
day parley opens at the Anglican Church parish hafi tomorrow 
morning at 10 o’clock. ' ‘ \
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Welcome, B C FG A
After an absence of eight years the BCFGA 
convention returns this week to Kelowna, th the 
interval it has been held each year in other Val­
ley towns simply because of lack of adequate 
accommodation here. It is nattiral, then, that 
Kelowna extends a little warmer, a little more 
enthusiastic welcome to the delegates of the six­
ty-sixth annual convention of this organization 
which has played such an important part in the 
growth of the Interior and whose activities have 
touched the lives of every single one of us.
Kelowna welcomes the convention delegates, 
but, perhaps this is an opportune time to go a 
step further. On behalf of the people of thffc 
city, this newspaper takes this opportunity of 
telling the fruit growers, all of them and their 
leaders, that their hopes arc our hopes, their 
fears arc our fears, their problems are our prob­
lems and their successes are our successes. Their 
well-being is ours.
C A N A P A '5  D E F E N S E  CO STS
Had the fruit growers, working together, not 
solved problems in the past, this city would not be 
what it is today. When they have failed to solve 
their problems each of us, too, has been touched 
in some measure by the hand of defeat.
Thus it is with a deep and personal interest 
that Kelowna welcomes the fruit growers to their 
annual conclave here, and it will watch the prog- 
jess of the deliberations with keen, attentive eyes. 
The fruit industry is so vital a factor in the econ­
omic life of the Interior of British Columbia that 
so important.a gathering of the primary.producers 
of the industry must have repercussions, good 6r 
bad, on each of us. Therefore, Kelowna sincere­
ly welcomes the delegates to this city and express­
es the hope that they« may be endowed with great 
wisdom in their debates and take such action as 
will bring greater prosperity to their great in­
dustry.





sified as an "old-timer."
Now. just where does one draw 
the demarcation line. That, indeed, 
is a C4-dollar question. Some arbi­
trary date must be set. and yet, 
what date? We debated 1900 but I 
think the time should be shoved 
back even further than that. To 
1690. at least.
Admittedly, this does not leave 
many pioneers around today. But 
then, are there many? I doubt if 
Alex McKay, Ted Carruthers, 
George Rose. Dr. Knox, to name 
but a few, would call themselves 
Kelowna ••pioneers." Why Kelow- 
,na had a street in those days! And 
a sidewalk! Pioneers are not people 
who come-to such luxury!
All this hasn’t yet settled the 
problem of when is a pioneer. Let's
set the date 1690 and. until 
somebody .advances, a good reason 
for changing, call those who were 
hero before 1890 "pioneers" and 
those who come after "old-timers."
Now, please do not ask how late 
you could have come and still be 
classes as an "old-timer." I arrived 
in 1938 and. goodness knows, there 
are times when it seems I've been
ley Railway between Kelowna and 
Vernon. As the K.V.R. Is not 
known to have secured any right- 
of-way in the district, the report 
has no apparent foundation, and it 
is also a fact that the K.V.R. is 
applying for an act extending the 
time for construction of its pro­
posed line from Vernon to Pentic­
ton via Kelowna, On retirement of
here ages and ages and yet I am Captain Cl. T.. Estabrook from coin
quite aware that in the eyes of the 
old-timers I am a johnny-come- 
lalcly.
But, come to think of it, I have 
been here more than a third of the 
city’s corporate life! It’s things tike 
that that remind you that time 
does march on—and at the double 
—ond makes you realize, too, just 
how young Kelowna really is.
Who remembers when
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The B C FG A -w h a t is it?
It has been eight years since the British Col- the operating fruit officials are laid down. This
Okanagan Lake for the second year 
in succession.
Ice, averaging about two inches 
thick almost from one end of the 
lake to the other, already is inter­
fering with water traffic. A public 
works department qfficial today 
advised curtailment of ferry ser- 
Spankea! , opinion you were quite entitled to vice may come sooner than plan-
Ven. D. S. Catchpole is annoyed the opinions you voiced, although nod. The policy of giving a million
’ T disagreed with them. or more boxes of apples to Britain,
mand of the S B. Slcamous. he was 
the recipient of a handsome Mor­
ris chair and an address, from the 
officials and crew of the steamer. 
Captain Estabrook came to Okan­
agan Lake in 1889 and commanded 
in succession the pioneer CPR 
steamer Aberdeen, which was still 
In service in 1915, the Okanagan 
and the Sicamous,
FIFTY YEARS AGO 
. ( January, 1995
Rev. Andrew Henderson arrived 
from Manitou, Man., recently to 
till the Methodist charge in Kel­
owna. Rev. J. «W. flowering, who 
has ably filled the pulpit here dur- 
land Avenue to offer their congrat- teg the past year and a half, going 
ulations and respects. The weather *ake his place. A lodge of
A straw of hone has been held continues to be wintry with occa- Orange Order was formally in-
ouY that th ?  t e X o f  winter-s iiv slonal *alls mow, but the cold f l u e d  m Kelowna recently. R. out that the tetth of winters icy . moderated so that the nightly Brechin, of Vancouver,’ provincial grip may be broken before the " ,  mootiuicu so iriui uu. iubiuij or„an:z officiated assisted bv week-end minimum is but tittle below freez- orjsanizti. oiuciauxi, nssisicu u>
jnjt .joint and there is more or less T, *R. McCombs, Allen Culvert and 
Last night’s seven below bore out ^ a w  dally The snowfall how- J - F< Bawtinheimer, of the Vernon 
a prediction by the weatherman ever, is-the’heaviest experienced in !od«c: :F,ivf  new candidates were 
that milder weather is in sight for this localitv for several years. initiated into the Orange, Blue and 
a province chilled to the marrow mi»TV v p a r s  A nn Purple degrees. The following were
by severe freezing conditions since ini« UU installed as the first officers of the
the new year started.’ Janu$fy» l«ti» > Kelowna lodge: Worshipful Master,,
First break aoDeared Tuesday Captain Kirby, of Slocan Lake, Isaiah Maiwhinney; Deputy W.M., 
nisht when temperatures in the far recently assumed command oL the George McCurdy; Chaplain, Moses 
north mellowed considerably after s s - Sicamous in succession to Cap- Leslie; Recording Secretary, H. H. 
50 below and^ Ibwe^were ̂  he vogue tain Estabrook, who retired. Millie; Financial Secretary. E. Clem- 
for the previous several days. ■ The presence of some Italian ent; Treasurer, W. Haug; Director 
Warmer air is moving southward railway laborers in town at the end of Ceremonies, *W. A. Hunter; Lcc- 
slowly, the B.C. weather office ad- of last week gave rise t,o a rumor turers, J. Lytle and H. H. Millie, 
vises, but the movefiient was too that railway construction was to The lodge began its existence with 
slow’ to halt the freezing over of be commenced by the Kettle Yal- 14 members.
FIVE YEARS AGO 
January, 1950
Assessment equalization act 
creates unfair situation
(From the Vernon News) As it is, however, the premises
From the fragmentary report of that contain machinery must face
iimbia Fruit Growers’ Association has held its «  the BCFGA convention and rarely is a major {he ̂ r t te ro f t i ir^ o fu m n  Toffome ThTs^irmy'iexicon'by no means as ^ " “ced last week’“ in ‘‘ The the government! latest’'public de- texeson o m c ^ ^ W h ^ ^ e S m  the 
annual convention ip Kelowna and during that .nnovadon made affeenng tmy phase of the indus- > « * .  ntadc horain «  Thursdav -natltutas d d e Z S  a T o v T S ’- *
try without the approval of the convention being la^ e Venerablp An.hlW(H1 BCFGA convention atPenticton. terpretatlon of public taxationperiod there has been a large increase in popula­
tion and the i êwcomers, lacking the background, 
may be inclined to wonder why so much interest 
is aroused by the annual convention of the 
BCFGA. They may not be aware that the asso­
ciation,' its activities and its achievements are! 
probably quite unique and that it is a perfect 
example of democracy, at work. N
The BCFGA. in essence is the, fruit growers 
themselves; the four-thousand-odd of them in 
the Okanagan and Kootenays. Growers in a 
district band themselves together to form a “lo­
cal”; the local selects delegates to become dele­
gates to tjie convention, am} it joins with other 
locals of the same area to select certain men to 
be nominated to represent the . district ' bn the 
board of directors of the associationtia'nd subsid­
iary companies.
Any grower with a grievance or a suggestion 
is thus provided with a hearing. Taken first to 
his local, the matter, if it wins the support of his 
neighbors, eventually finds its way for consider­
ation by the • ultimate authority* the “growers’ 
parliament.” Here, indeed, can be seen demo­
cracy at work. Each and every grower is able to
t r r t tl  fyou, were I attacking I .'could have y 7- * '„ , . . .  , ................  The Venerable Archdeacon wrote: found a few more potent phrases BCFGA convention at Penticton.
hrst obtained. ■ In essence," the convention of the Dear Sir:—"I am sorry that on than those used. , The vote came after A. K. Loyd, emerges.
the o ^ s to u .o f  mv b r» d ras, ’ on , The .genera, tenor et your letter « ”8 5 d 1  A ' S I f t S S j  K ’& S
Unless and until it can be
BCFGA is the apnual meeting of the board of di- ri?,:°CS '  °  y roa c t 
lectors Of the fruit industry which charts the static on your radio that you
. course to be followed by the operating branches. ^ what i said, i  prefer — , .. .. w«uiu. ue. frftm fhp hv.
, ' h , think that you had static, rather But, then, you misinterpreted the dn/ ^ i hpri f l j  r v ^ m o w r tv ................... for setting up the two categories of
This IS the Sixty-Sixth year the convention has than that you were incapable of spirit in which my few comments k^ m innW  nf irlirfwnh 1° T m  u », taxation, penalizing .one to the ad-. , . -  ̂ , understand ng what I said were written by N. Pooley,-of Kelowna. It ex- The first is the home owner whose v_nH„„ lhp nf^pr
met and not always has it had the character and ..Xe,  me m| ke it abuS*dai a y clear ^  _____  pressed contidencs in “B.C. Tree taxes on his real property will be ^ J J S d S l i t t a  cnSot bo blamed
These have been oh- -  ■ S ’ ~  ^  ^influence it now enjoys, 
tained only after a long and difficult journey over of business.1' At i * t ■•f th ties, aware of what makes the wage At least, li tne envei0pes possible in their own
I am very glad that and ~ n P e0Ple~ b°th in senting vote. wider taxing powers forced upon
a rough and twisting foad, mostjy through thick Y+he City has it. I likewise think that missed those CtwoC key words6" “if TEN YEARS AGO the municipalities. --------  -------- ----- -------t ’ o xt was a generous and worthy gift, invisible" January, 1945 average home-owner’s taxes are not tlhQUTd iomr since have made
fog and heavy storms,  ̂But progress was con- The City should be proud of it. I to my attention.' They make a very ̂  referendum seeking the ap- lowered they will be little if any more representations to Victoria
.tinuous and in 1939 with the establishment of h,°Pe 1 make myself abundantly big difference,'of course but if proval of the people of Kelowna, higher and if they are increased th they have
plear- heard, few people appreciated their reSarding tbe P^chase of the Simp- the government will point to the
.............. ........ ......... .....   : myself •.' • abundantly - .bte*"d £ V cd**r hV'rnn p^'h y '“i  -pro al of the people of Kelowna, i r  if t  ̂  re i r s
rrt- T- •, T . , ii 1- j  * j  ~  c .  npnn p nni-Pr- ’-i oH . g h purc ________ ________
Tree-Fruits Ltd., a well-lighted and com- “I should be very glad to send significance5 la m  aPf? a S L rd S S r  son Property, will be held 'in  the municipal authorities as the direct - . .  .
paratively straight stretch of highway was reached. you a transcript of what I said, if phaseology was a little to o ’subtle near future provided the Council cause. • A lo leA tl h o c k e v
■ you would like to see it. My ref- for the spoken word and vorn- re- J-fceives a petition asking that this The second class is business gep- I s C I J U H  llv G IV V |
B.C.
cross
the t a i l  industry and the t a i l  area would prob- “ f r f ' S i e  S i a n  bUt lltera'" ^ b f p m ^ s S 'c i*  cenIS 'S* , 5  The third clam, now a rate apart
ably, have emerged from the war penniless and life Of the people of the city:' I ’ ’ . ...* ed- Ip order that a referendum of hut formerly treated .on the same
(Froni*Nelson News)'
The full measure of the financial
v  it*  * t" " ’ , • ■* a ln n d x x r i xr xea xn  pligkt ^Your letter, of course, clarifies this nature may be held a petition plane as commerce generally, are ploh came to light Wednesday al­though almost anybody would un- **,• j  y1, rsc, clarifies this nature ay be held a petiti  plane as co erce generall , are v*uu
derstand what I was driving '' 'at; ’ v B ’ *-n • •' • * y0U and signed by twenty percent of the the manufacturers. In addition to..*e{jh9°“'broken. .
This is not to sav that the nrnhlenW nf thY With regard tp some^f the^plmts of L- actually+.h°ld reasonabiy close electors must be presented to the the ordinary property taxes, xnanu- eiT^?o q!u^  ha® JiabilitfieS -this is not to say that the problems of the the Coa^ Qf A r m  J  s a i d  t h a i Pj  c*jUld views on the place of religion in Council. Kelowna retail merchants facturers are to pdy also on their $!5,348,94. Receipts so_far this^sea-
fruit industry are ended: Far from it. But at not glory in such things and then CW1C affairs. At least* so it seems to endorsed a resolution, for “an equit- productive machinery. /  son amourit to $32,415.17, cxpondl-
-  ‘ • - mc- able system of taxation for all re- The theory seems to be that com- tures have been $47,704.11. ■
Now I am quite willing to admit tail business” at the annual meeting mercial properties, because of the Here are the details: .■■■■■■ b - - - - - -1 ------  6 . . . . .  Net receipts from themid-summor
least the fogs of uncertainty are blown away and t went on to quote the words of the me* . . Hymn which begins: ‘
the growers can see clearly, in what direction prog- of Christ 
ress lies. They know that they cannot return 
the former multi-outlet marketing system and that
In the Cross
ters large and small, to advance hi$ opinions and 
to listen to the opinions of others of his kind.
Whjle, naturally, a small executive does head 
the organization, the policies adopted and follow­
ed out by the executive come from below and are 
not the brain children of the executive foisted on 
the general membership. Once a year matters of 
industry interest are presented to the growers 
through their dclejgatcs and at that time the poli­
cies to be followed by the association officers and
have his say, to confer with his felloes on mat- future nromess can onlv be alono the linen nf the to me that people seem to remem- was short and, as never’once’the: largest; turnover'for many years than their manufacturing brethren, The BoosterClubhns donated $0,000
future progress can omy oe along tne lines ot tne ber suc^ trivial parts of my ser- in the- course of several discussions and are starting out the new year many of whom arc located outside ahd from the balance of lastly cm ji 
present system. Even the skeptics pf 1939 are mons as references to this Coat of of your sermon to which I listened with depleted stocks nd an unce- the main business areas where valY*ako- . Plus
silenced, having become convinced .here is.merit ^  ̂  t S Z  ™  woch .he app,e f t S J  m ^ h e  tound, in- veeeipdi
refund and 
has been
in the present arrangement. Oqly those who ed enough" to think'thar'theVe w‘as you were refering, I felt there was markets on the prairies have picked deed in the higher nonsense of So- gf-4*8;” ; nvn„nf,,tliro
nniaenii- ’ ’’i f  * • ' • . . . j  other matter in mv - sermon which no mistake; that you wanted a cross up eonsiderably ond are now said cial Credit dogma, though Alberta The laigor item of expenditure,
have entered the industry $mce that period may might have been noticed fnvorablv added. Next time I’ll ask you for a to he quite satisfactory in the opln- has not'resorted to such measures salaries for thc coach, players and
- -  any doubts.- These hew growers should m n” l S B^ T o S ?  .ra n y ip tl lonof B C .Y rcP ru itr fficialB. nar to five percent .ales taxes
Instead you raise a 8roa. hutlaba.oo I ?»T  - T . - , . * .  ? <eo. a little «H !S? el£ - Jact l3 ,hal tho S0v„ nmanl.a
have .
study the histor^E the fruit industry, which is the “bo T sS 5  whieh i did not
- ( ‘l"  . gay courge>,H wng-th(
static; or, perhaps, you arc unac
sorry for you in this instance. I’ve markets have gone a bit sticky, Tills figure
history of the BCFGA, in order that tbev mav ob- s . Rut thqn,'of rs , it as t e found myself in the same position Presumably on account of the bad policy is completely lacking In prln-’ also includes pay for doorkeepers, 
tain a Clear Dicture of the lone stnmole which re ! ’ P ' a p s e - many, times. You have been rhisun- weather the cast has been having, ciplo; and in government tho prln- ticket sellers, etc.
Lim * MUir piuiure oi me long struggle wmen re- customed to listening to sermons,
selves of the present marketing system.
Woods Lake section
Last week in these columns we carried some reduced and a reasonably straight, easy driving 
comment by the Vernon News about the need highway will result. All because of half-dozen 
for reconstruction of tho Woods Lake section of ro<'k Points bc,nS removed.
_____o ____ _ derstood in what you said verbally;
suited in the setting up by the growers them- Don’t be dowri-hcartecL Practice many times I have been misunder-
makes perfect. However, may I ask stood in written words. On more 
that next time you choose to attack than one occassion I have flguraT 
what I have said in a sermon, or tively torn my hair because some 
what you think I said, you would person road Into my words things 
request a transcript? I shall be most which were never there and to
happy to oblige,” ‘ which—so I thought—my words
Yours very truly, could n,ot be possibly construed.
D. S. CATCHPOLE. 7 cnn sympathize wjth you too
A nd the reply
$3,1C0 TAX 
Transportation to 
games has cost the
out of town 
club $2,230.78,
Tho City Council recently advised ciples upon which the adminlstra- 
Alderman Mlllor, chairman of.the tion is based are the all important
Public Utilities committee, that ho fact. In this instance the govern- „.... .......... . . .
should consider the advisability of ment has singled out a compnrn- while meals and hotels while nwny
has cost $2,147.25. Tho club has 
paid $3,150.29 for amusombnt tax 
which tills season is 15 per iccnt. 
This alone represents a reduction of 
$2,000 nt tho goto ns, ticket prices 
wore lowered this yonr. ,
A total of $1,128.08 wft# spenf In 
players piirchnsu and their rein­
statement. Scouting, training catnR,
selling the old steam engine and tively small group knowing them 
boilers at the old powerhouse, to be politically powerless and has
TWENTY YEARS AGO chosen to enact punitive, unfair
January, 1935 legislation utterly devoid of prin-
Last week we recorded the dls- ciplo but undeniably politically nt- 
covcry of snowdrops; blooming in tractivo at the moment,
When you say “It is often a discour- Kelowna in January. Now further The case was well put by the 
aging matter to me that people proof of the wonders of the Okan- Penticton Herald in a recent issuo,
Highway 97. At that time we agreed with the 
News and we still sbpport it in all its remarks.
However, after> consideration, we believe we 
can add something to the previous comments.
Works during the past few months have done an 
excellent job of straightening the section of High­
way 97 just south of Pcachlund. The rock 
projections have been blasted away and tho rock 
used for fill
My Dear Archdeacon:—I, too, am seem to remember such trivial parts agan climate comes to The Courier as follows:
“so sorry.” I am sorry that you have of my sermon . . . ” Like you, I office in the form of buttercups, For a certain number in Pentlc- players transportation and board 
Thr> Wnnrlc T nlri> cppiinn 'iA ti »i * misinterpreted the general purport have often wondered why people which were picked recently by Mrs, t°n. the nrrivof of tho 1955 civic and room during camp cost an add- 
( uv ’VUUUb abciion XO me norm to a of my few feeble remarks about seize upon some minor remark and H. Snowscll, of Bankhead. \Mrs. nssessment notices was by no means ed $2,530.20.
great degree, is the same fype Of reconstruction your ' sermon. So misinterpreted jump on It, , completely forgetting Snowscll found over a dozen bios- a happy now year, augury. The balance of tho expenditure of
* ,|o Hint Hnnt» crti.Ht ‘ i tt 4 , them- hulccd, that you call them the main point at issue. sums and sent n few to this offico The outcomo of Victoria’s .policy $2,179.83 covora such Items as lnun-
. «u> uiiii uuub suuui or |  oacnianq. Here, too, rock an “attack.” Sometimes I despair of tho ,av- “so you * can see for yourself that through the Assessment ISqualtza- dry, modlenl supplies ond nhaeBH-
points jut out making sharp and blind corners Now’ ^ s,r* wns 'rnder the im- orage man’s nbillty to road—or 11 s- WO renlly did find them.” Tho last lion Act, thoro nro now two classes ments to tho longue and tho British
.1 - - . . .  pression that I was only trying to tori. Mnybe it’s the stnto of tho appearance of tho S.S. Sicamous in of taxpayers—those who make their Columbia Amateur Hockey Assocla-
puuie ui iiiLSt' u irtx  or. lour WC believe nro m outline n rtirr*«font.A 0f opinion. I world; maybe it’s our own inabil- the full glory of her original struc- living with tho use of machinery tion. $257.02 has been paid to tho
league with an added $417.21 to the
b c a h A.
Tin? cotjt of ni’oayrlnif1 tickets,, 
sending wires, telephone finite and 
advertising mnko up the balance of 
tho coat, leaving n bank oyerdrrift 
of $9,854.43, which ll| cpyorcd by
Tile local branch of the Department of Public the South Okanagan area and the remainder in thouSht my remarks were couched ity to use words, that lenvo- no turo, prior to going into drydock and those who do not.
Nnrtli ni-mnn-ir, ' i t ln tejld ' terms indeed and I made doubt whatsoever what we mean.North Okanagan. Why, WC wonder, if the local it quite plain, I thought, that in my In the present Instance, ns nn
department can do such a good job at Pcachlahd, ■ -------- - -  - example, so very, very many people
whv cannot it irive a renent norfnrmnn  ̂ *„ mont- You’ll remember wo did the who heard you misunderstood yourwny cinnot it give a repeat pcrtorniancc to the snmo thing for young Birdboskot, 'remark̂ . And you, sir, misconstrued
north? If this could be done it would lessen the when ho got in tho same kind of my poor remarks sufficiently to
to straighten tho rood. Altondy • cost of tho oyon.unl roconstruclion oonsidornbly T M V I S i  " f U t S X T ?  ' ’ '
vision has been improved tremendously and we and in the meantime eliminate some of the dan- Bruce, The rank and file me giv- Yours truly,
at Okanagan Lnndlng for radical If the taxpayor happens to bo n 
overhaul and alterations, which pmebtefiry user, ho pays Into tho 
would remove a largo amount of. municipality for educational pur-
asstime that this section will be repaved at tho gcrous aspects of the Woods Lake section. We 
Some time as the Antlers-south section which is reconiiiicnd this suggestion to the local branch of 
to.be rebuilt this summer. When the repaving the department as a major activity for the com- 
is completed many of the curves will be drastically ing season, , ,
ing n 
oto,
“The only trouble with the
dolor, but the executives,
slck-
rpm.
r  p in
on
M IX E D  
F R E IG H T
By G. E. MOHTIMORE
“People contribute to office col­
lections without even knowing what 
they’re for,” said Jack McCool.
"And that opens up a fine field 
fori the clean-cut, aggressive young hand, 
racketeer."
"You speak from personal expe­
rience. no doubt*" I asked.
Jack Mc(f>»l ignored my ques­
tion. "In a big office people nr® 
always copting and going,” ho sold.
“They quit their jobs,’ qr they foil dollar now, or on payday, Bert?’ 
sick, or they get married, or have That’s thei way I phrase It with 
babies. Someone collects money some of,them, 
each time to buy a gift for the hap- "Generally they say ‘On payday,* 
py person, or tho unhappy person, and when the time comes I’m there 
ns the case may be. to collect. A tittle snob appeal is
"This occurs so often that people effective, too. 'The rank and file 
dish out the mopuy automatically, are giving as tittle ns a dollar, Doc,
ness angle is that you have to keep When is a pioneer? 
your bags packed ready to leave I'vo Just been checking up „.. 
town when Bruce reports back to the rcportorlal staff for referring 
work nnd they find out bo only had to the late George Mcikle ns a 
a cold.
"Sometimes
her accommodation for passengers 
wns mad  recently.
The executive of tho Kelowna 
Bonrd of Trade decided to com­
memorate tho years of service of 
tho fine stenmor by organizing ap 
excursion of old-timers and busi­
ness men of tbo Kelowna district to 
make tho voyage to Okanagan
Rersonal guarantees by tho oxccu- vo.
The club owes tho receiver gener­
al of Canada $1,331.00 for income
it pays to give tho 
Impression that tho man Is dead. 
'You know poor Steve pretty welji 
didn’t you? Well, n bunch of us 




They come back and nsk, “When 
is n pioneer?”
And I find myself'ln n bit of a 
plcklcmcnt, ,
That is not nn unusual sltuntlon 
in the nowspnpqr business. So fre-
poscs to nn extra extent, hinged 
to tho value of that mechlnory, 
and nteo pays, nt tho eori}6 rate 
everyone else deed, op the land and 
improvements levies.
It te an unconscionable and Stu­
pid tnx, Beyond everything else it
Is unjust. But because not a groat tax from tteducllorjs on tho players' 
number of individual taxpayers nro salaries. On top of this there Is o 
Banding and return. Owing to tho directly Involved, there will ho no penally of $100 to the receiver gen- 
timited time to mnko arrangements, public clamor about It. ornl for late remittance,
I t1 was not possible to contact all Only whop tho public begins to Outstanding nccmipts for cqulp- 
who otherwise would have been see that this added cost Is laid on ment supplies, mostly to local busl-
the one port of the economy that nesses to the amount of $4,002,71. 
tins tho greatest potential in om- The total liabilities Including tlio 
ployment and nay mils, nnd that tho bank overdraft, account’s payable 
so-called equalization is having nn,nnd tho amount owing to tho flov- 
Incqultnblo effect, will the political eminent for Income tax os of Janu- 
authorities bother about any pry 0, 1955, Is $15,840,94, ,
r l i
asked to join the party but 41 per­
sons representative of tho pioneers 
and builders of tho district made
the trip.
THIRTY YPARH AGO 
January, 1025
sopio offices |'vo Ipid people so woll 
ti nfned that I never had to spenk 
to them at all, I’d Just go up nnd 
stand beside them, nnd presently 
they would put n dollar in my
It's a kind or reflex action, In but most of us executives are giv­
ing two or three,* That approach 
is usually good for a fin,’ said Jack 
McCool, ;
"Sickness is n good angle. When 
n ;|<?l|ri\v,, | s ,,t;*ff ,AV0j|c. for._ p couplp 
of days, you get a chance to |b  
‘Of course you have to Judge a round asking people If they want 
your customer and vary tho np- to kick in a dollar to the fund for 
preach accordingly,” said Jack Me- poor John.
Cool. "With some of them, you " 'If  we can rake together Just 
have to come 
‘Would you like
, , ......................... . .......................... Owing to drifting snow, the main changes. Meanwhile the machinery TO CUT COHTH
Occasionally sortie crass fellow quently do llltlo things that nro roads have been |n poor condition tflx seems n good way to get more The executive announced this in 
wilt come right out und ask what’s bard to define crop up. Some dny« for through traffic during the past nionoy, and whether or not it is the maximum amount and them nro
wrong with Stove and why docs his seem to he spent In deciding who- week, the stage# bnvlng a hnrd Jn,r ,(> tl,08e w,'° i»n»t P'»y It, or some factors which could reduce
wlftv need iDonoy, anyway? Tlu:n thcr you wny this or that, or to do time nnd on boido cloys hfling quito whothor qr not It will JlOVO 00 ulU- tills fllXMttV It I# tho^xcicutlvo*# In*
you simply look nt tho mnn with a this or thnt. unnblo to mnko tholr ordinary trips, nwtely bnd offort on the? Ronorol to rmturo till n m  Hint
sneer nrjd say; T ivouldn’t think of Take this question of calling a J. Wyatt, driver of tho Vernon economy,, »»e questions of appar- jfnr th® balance of the so-idon there
asuing y o u  Jo contribute now. Oh- man a pioneer. Docs arriving hero mall singe, mndo a brave effort to ontly no great concern, will be no further (teflclt. There te n
viously you didn’t know Stove its 
well as you pretend, or you would 
not have asked a quesion tike that.’ 
"I found that although gome 
people asked me what I was col- 
lecting for. they didn’t listen when 
l told them. In one factory I rais­
in 1004 qualify n mnn for that do- get through, hut was blocked by That taxation on land and build- possibility of retrieving some of the 
scrlptton? 1 think not. abnormal drifts which prevented ihff values alone is an Out-dated lost ground, President B. A. Mann
To me a pioneer Is n man who him from getting further than nix <">‘1 unsatisfactory way of levying said, f
come herb In the very early dayn mile#, south of Vernon. Mr, and for-the municipal and school trena- ------——------ --------
and settled here and scrabbled a Mrs. I). Coventry recently cclebrnt- ury cannot ho denied. But If wo Imagination makes Mars of nil 
living somehow. Father Pando^y cd th sixtieth anniversary of their ore to depart from this, it should men,
nnd Lequlmc nro examples of the wedding,’ nnd this occasion wns be with a view to treating income- ---------------- —------
or as Much con tie learned from others, 
but nothing equals experience.
rluht mil i*nrl n«lr £.3«* mom Iht'v’U ndmit iiom- Ilmen n,l n l,i„ i  i i- i i- mu u n i n m  m  cuiimx, mio mis ur usi  as mi «• i  m ii iuiriK i
m te give me tho te the Cwlse Cllnte for’thnt treat- tomb,” L id  Jack McCool “ ,WW !-’°p,C b? W  rn.".ny ^ n d s ,  who naming reurcre all alike,late a$ HKH, I fee), should be clns- called at theli4 residence cm Suther- nearly alike as In possible.
¥ I
THE KELOWNA COURIER
visitim m io m k i?
w i t  t a t  R I T Z
» mu tuia t  Mmlv  tad m et
TO SUt M TMOWO. TIT 1MEMl worn. MtnT, tmrntas rt m  
ctmtmi, mob uottKt. n o  'CVUK nhtUCTIrt ACCOM mcoa non. 
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twsoum v re. .
Leonie Reed and Edwin Soder exchange wedding vows 
before Ven. Archdeacon D . S. Catchpole at Anglican church
JOHN 
NUG/tM 
Talks a b o r tj
B ills  n a r k e d  
"PLEASE 
REM IT”
Most peopl* biT t bad •  bill 
tometime, bearing the words.
Please remit by return mail’*. 
A u d n u u iy o f  us have not 
always been able to send 
payment by return maiL A 
large unpUnned bili, o r a lot 
; ot little ones, can often cause 
Out to happen. Most people 
don’t realize that all they 
need to - clear away their 
debts is time; yes, time to 
spread the payments into 
future pay envelopes. A friend­
ly loan gets you a lump sum 
of money, with which to pay 
your bills. You then have 
time to repay, with payments 
too can handle more easily. 
Its ft simple way to feet back 
on your feet. Friendly loans 
°P tf} $1500 from Niagara 
are life-insured at no extra 
cost to you. Besides, on many 
friendly loans, the rates are
vlfyoune ’
Dial 2811 
101 Radio Bldg. 
Kelowna, B.C.
. On January 0 at 2.30 p.m., Misr 
Leonie Reed, yopngesf daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Guy H. Reed, of 
Glenmore, and Edwin Murray 
Soder, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred 
Soder, of Elkhorn, Mantioba, were 
married by the Venerable Arch­
deacon . D. S. Catchpole, in the 
Anglican.Church of St, Michael and 
AU> Angels’, Kelowna.
The dark-haired, vivacious bride, 
who was given away by her father, 
wore a white tulle and lace* dress 
with lilypoint sleeves, and on her 
head an attractive powder-puff 
veil. She carried a cascade bouquet 
of white orchids, lily of the valley, 
and feathered carnations, and wore 
a beautiful heirloom diamond pen­
dant. Miss Sheila Reed was her 
sister’s only attendant, wearing a 
balleriha-length gown of coral 
phlffon with lace jacket, and cor­
onet headdress composed of ros­
ettes to match her bouquet of write 
chrysanthemums.
The bride's mother wore a dusty- 
r.o-e taffeta dress with bouffant 
skirt, and black accessories,,while 
the groom’s mother was attired in 
teal blue with black accessories. 
Both ladies wore gardenia corsages.
Mr. -Neil Bell, of Winnipeg, was 
best man, and the bride’s brother,
* Mr. Peter Reed and Mr. Gordon 
Marshall were ushers.
■ After the ceremony a reception 
was held at the home of the bride’s 
parents, attended by 45 guests. Mr. 
Claude H, Taylor proposed the 
toast to the bride, to which the 
groom responded, and telegrams' 
from Vancouver, Verdun, Winni­
peg and Elkhorn were read,
Serviteurs were Mrs. E. Watkins, 
Misses M. Shugg, L. Hinton, I. 
Oatfnan and M. Cameron. '
The, three-tiered wedding cake, 
flanked by tall white candles was 
cut by the bride, assisted b y  her 
husband, and photographs were 
taken of the principals and their 
parents.
•Some time -later 'the young 
couple, who will make their home 
in Winnipeg, left by car for their 
honeymoon in California and 
neighboring states. For her going- 
away outfit the bride had chosen a 
powder-blue wool dress, black coat 
and winter-white accessories, and 
She w:ore a corsage of white orchids.
Problem of mentally ill is biggest 
headache yet unsolved in country
J. £>. Ward, executive director, B.C. division, Canadian Health 
Association, in his address to the Local Council of Woman, last 
Thursday stressed the seriousness of mental ill-health and how this 
problem can best be met.
It is not realized by many that there are over 65,000 mental 
patients in hospitals throughout Canada; 6,000 are in B.C.~ alone. 
For every one in hospital there are at least two who could do with 




Proceeds realized by the Kelow­
na Elementary School P-TA from 
their bazaar held last OeccmbeV 
will be used to purchase records, 




.The annual meeting of the Girt 
Guide Association will be held on 
Tuesday. January 18. at 8.00 p.m., 






MR. AND MRS. E. M. SODER :
, Out of town guests were Mr. and Winnipeg, the best man, and Mr. 
Mrs. Wilfred Soder, of Elkhorn, the Glen Arnott, of Brandon, and Mr. 
bridegroom’s, parents, and Miss F. Lionel E. Taylor, the bride’s grartd- 
Soder, his sister; Mr. Neil Bell, of father, of Saanichton, V.I.
M rs. A . C. McFetridge outlines duties.and 
responsibilities of Kelowna school board
,Mrs. A. C. McFetridge, local trustee on Kelowna, district 
school board, was guest speaker at a Kelowna elementary P-TA 
meeting held in the junior high school auditorium;
in . her .talk Mrs. McFetridge ings,' rural attendance meetings and 
pointed out that while the- school conventions at certain times of the 
board s major, responsibility is year. Schools should be visited' 
education of children, it can have a monthly and reports have to be 
definite influence, in other phases-made. Yet these interested mem- 
? • cpromumty living through its bers give liberally of their time 
health amLwelfare programs in the and energies for this . important 
gcnool. The school board has civic work, Mrs. McFetridge con- 
representatives on the Union Board tinued.
of Heaith and in the Society for She dealt fully with.the immedi-
Retarded Children. ............
SELECTED REPRESENTATIVES ate problems of the board—its fi­nancing, its school building and re-
District 23, which is the eighth novating plans, and the health pro
largest in B.C. and second only to 
Trail in the Interior, is controlled 
by a board o f: three elected' mem
gram which it has undertaken and 
seeks to improve, from year- to 
year. She pointed out the important
Hear Rev. and M rs. Wilfred M outoux,
Evangelists and Singers at the
FREE M ETH O D IS T CHURCH,
from Peterborough, Ontario,
, Commencing January 18-30
V  ; 7.30 each evening except Saturday.
EVERYONE WELCOME
—Pastor W. S/Angell.
T H E  FREE M ETH O D IS T CHURCH
1334 Richter St. Kelowna, B.C.
bers from Kelowna, one elected part of, the inspector of schools, 
from Glenmore, and five others, who is employed by the provincial 
representing the other nine rural government, plays in the whole 
districts from Oyama in the north school, program 
to Peachland' in the south. The job in closing, ‘ Mrs. McFetridge 
is a big one and yet the services of stressed the importance of P-TA 
these trustees are voluntary she as a means for discussion of "com-- 
said. The only remuneration is the mon problem, for next to the par- 
aUowance received for. mileage: ents, the teacher does -the impor-
The only p ^ d  member on, .the. tant work of molding interests, at- 
Board us the secretary-treasurer titudes, and directing the future 
who is appointed by the-board'and; work and accomplishments of the 
ns a rule, retained from year to boys and girls 
year. His duties are numerous. He , Next meeting will be held on 
has a staff of two and all corre- Tuesday, February l, at 000 nm 
spondencc, business and complaints in the Junior High School Audi-nnRR inrmiffli hia* nffi/wi -. _ -r*__Q . **v»v**
Mental illness in Canada today 
accounts for more lost time than 
tuberculosis, cancer and polio com­
bined and the cost of car(ng for the 
mentally ill has now become one of 
the heaviest single burdens which 
Ihe national and provincial govern­
ments have to bear. He recalled 
that Hon. Paul Martin, speaking at 
a recent International Mental 
Health Congress, stated that he. (the 
minister) would (venture to predict 
that the health story of the second- 
half of the twentieth century would 
be, the progress towards manage­
ment of mental ill health.
“Only in the last twenty-five. 
years,” said Mr. Ward, has there 
been made real progress In alleviat­
ing mental illness. Before that 
time, anyone so suffering was 
whisked away to some isolated 
mental hospital with little hope of ■ 
cure. Thete also existed an im­
penetrable wall between the gener­
al public and the understanding of 
that’ particular illness.”
Today, according to ’the speaker, 
if rigorous preventative campaigns 
are developed victories over men­
tal illness may be. achieved com­
parable to those which have already 
been won over those, epidemic dis­
eases which formerly imperilled 
physical well-being. Mr. Ward went 
on to say that laymen must become 
interested in this problem.*
The founder of the Canadian 
Mental Health Association, Dr. C. 
M. Hincks, Mr. Ward asserted, de­
fined mental health as “the business 
of- making an effective job of liv­
ing.” To achieve this, the first es­
sential is a healthy childhood en­
vironment.
Volunteer organizations, after re­
ceiving training in this work, are 
helping combat this disease by visit­
ing those : who are in the Crease 
Clinic and those who have been 
released, giving them the support 
they need to adjust themselves to 
their surroundings.' Another ser­
vice is the “White Cross Open Door" 
which; through its volunteers, offers 
help to those who have perplexing^ 
problems; where necessary they are’ 
directed to professional help.
On March 1; in Vancouver, said 
Mr. Ward,, the first marriage coun­
sellor service in the province (sec­
ond in Canada) will be started. Pro­
fessional' service wil be offered to 
those who ; have disturbing family 
troubles. It is hoped, too, that the 
service will be used as a source of 
advice for couples contemplating 
marriage. These services are ba^ed 
on the knowledge that happy homes 
are essential to happy well-adjusted 
children.
“Other programs in the cam­
paign,” the speaker continued, deal 
with the problem of senior citizens 
being admitted to mental institu­
tions, of whom there are too many. 
This tremendous waste' of human 
experience, so needed in tevery com­
munity, can be avoided by making 
senior citizens feel worthwhile and 
needed for the service they can still 
render their community.”
The T. Eaton Co. in Toronto, it 
was disclosed, is giving such a ser­
vice by making available to those 
shortly about to retire a prepara­
tion course on how to retire to life 
rather than from it . .
Following Mr. Ward’s address, 
many questions were asked con­
cerning , practical work that might 
be done hero in Kelowna. A groUp 
of interested men and women met 
with Mr. Ward the next morning 





Regular monthly meeting Ladies 
Auxiliary David Lloyd * Jones 
Home will be held Friday, January- 
21, 3.00.p.m., at the home of Mrs. 
R. P. MacLean, 1869 Maple Street,
C. W. L. SUPPER
Italian Spaghetti Supper Spon­
sored by C.W.L,, S t Josephs Hall, 
Saturday, January 22, 5.30-7.00 p.m. 
Everybody welcome. ,
ORDER OF. EASTERN STAR
Order of the Eastern Star, Kel­
owna Chapter No. 62 meets first and 
third Wednesday of the month at 
St. George’s Hall.
■ •s* * ^ ’*” . -
YaTffl t  ml booster for Winpolrt Extrid of Cod liver. It beltds no 
pittlcutartf la the winter months; gives me pepmd nttgy. I sup* 
post irs the vltimla ”0”, «nd the Iron and the other tonic ingredients 
in it. At any rale, it's my standby lor 
_ ^ health, and « mighty pleasant non foot
3SSSS





M U * *
EX TRA CT OF C O D  L IV E R
LADIES’ CHOIR
Mrs. Cameron’s Ladies’ Choir, 
meets on Tuesdays at 8.00 p.nj. in 
the lunch room, room 3, Senior 
High School.
ENJOY A BETTER MARTINI WITH
Order of the Royal Purple meets 
1st and 3rd Tuesday at 8.00 p.m. at 
the Elks Home, Leon Avenue.
KNIGHTS. OF COLUMBUS
Regular meeting of the Knights 
of Columbus first Tuesday of every 
month at St. Joseph’s Hall, com­
mencing at 8.00 p.m.
HEALTH UNIT’AUXILIARY
. Women’s Auxiliary to the South 
Okanagan Health Unit, first Tues­
day of every month at 2.30 p.m;
HOSPITAL* AUXILIARY
Regular monthly meeting Junior 
Auxiliary to the Hospital Monday, 
January 17 at 8.00 p.m. South Okan­
agan Health Centre.
SILVER FIZZ
• i W ™  D R Y  B I N
/
LEGION AUXILIARY
Regular monthly meeting Ladies* 
Auxiliary to . Canadian Legion; 
Branch 26, Monday, January 17, at 
8,00 p.m., Legion Hall.
Births
BORN AT KELOWNA 
GENERAL HOSPITAL:
GIBSON: Born to Mr. and Mrs. 
John Gibson, Kelowna, on January 
16, a daughter.. .
KAMLOOPS VISITORS . . .  Mr. 
and Mrs., Percy French had as 
guests over the week-end their son 
and ;daughter-in-law, Dr. and Mrs. 
W. E. French, of Kamloops.'
‘K .. J'tetter.
e c a u «  , h e a ‘ €
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AMHERSTBURO, ONT, • VANCOUVER, B.C.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control'Board or by the Government of British Columbia,
*
> r e  f r o m  
t h e  w o r d
n jo re  b e a u ty
pass through his office.
The chairman, who is appointed 
for a one-year term by the board, 
and his fellow trustees are requir­
ed to put considerable time into 
this work. Besides the two regular 
monthly meetings, there are emer­
gency mefctlngs, committee mect-
torlum. Parents are urged to at­
tend.
HOME ECONOMIC TEACHER 
. . . Mrs. H. J. Moisted, Kelowna, 
will replace Mrs. Helen C. Morcier 
ns’Home Economics teacher on the 
Westbank staff.
m oro pow er
m oro colours
m oro com fort.
m oro econom y
i . . . ".‘V. • .•.i ..'i'l
, . .  and hare's whyl Hillman’s new O.H.V. 
engine givos you 16% more power yet 
costs no more to run. New shock absorbers 
and air cushion tires give smoother riding 
in all 6 new luxury-styled models. See and 
drive them at your Hillman dealer's today!




, , .  from $1,675 comptato 
with hooter, flashing ilo- 
nab, tic. Freight and 
delivery charg* extra, 
.where applicable.
m i n x
A m o n g  t h e  b e n e f i t s  o f  B r a n c h  B a n k i n g . . .
Your local bank is an essential link between  
your com m unity and the whole banking world.
R O O T E S  M O T O R S  ( C A N A D A )  L IM IT E D  •  HALIFAX •  MONTREAL •  T O R O N T O  •  VANCOUVER 
332 Leon Avc. S M I T H  G A R A G E  Phone 3332-4332
In rem ote areas, Canadians enjoy the sam e broad 
range of bank services, ihe same sense o f security.
m m s a m
As communities develop, banking services are 
made available to meet new and growing needs.
Banking in Canada works in such a 
Way that your local branch manager brings 
you all the resources, knowledge and 
experience of the bank he represents. It has 
branches throughout Canada and provides 
contacts the world over. The benefits of 
this branch banking system, developed to 
meet Canadian needs, are demonstrated 
every day by the quality and scope of 
your local banking service.
THE B A N K S  SE R V IN G  YOUR C O M M U N IT Y
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for high school
Preparations are being made to 
seqd a rink from Kelowna High to 
the provincial high school curling 
championships slated for February 
28, 29 and 30 in Nelson.
Local representative rink will be 
skipped by Dennis Reid and in­
cludes Dale Gregory, Beverly 
Trautman and Bud Meckling.
Rink was selected from Kelowna 
High’s active curling club, which 
runs off draws every Saturday 
morning in Kelowna Curling Club.
Last year Kelowna High’s rink 
captured the provincial honors and 
went on to compete in the Dominr 
ion finals staged In Saskatchewan.
FOB QUICK RESULTS
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
Vees came within whisker 
of missing European trip
Packers set back 
Kamloops Elks 5-3
team of 17 players, ‘ including a 
spare goalie, and a manager-coach 
and trainer, 19 in all.
Women curlers
Penticton Vees came within a whisker of being dropped as defend trophy
Canada’s, representative in the world hockey championships. « ■ * *
This was learned from a well-informed source following the A curling rink skipped by Mrs, 
semi-annual meeting of the Canadian Amateur Hockey Association T Bebb successfully defended the 
held in Port Arthur last week. It is understood the CAHA offered Sherreff Challenge Trophy against 
the Penticton club a contract, but the Vees desired certain changes, a Peachland rink skipped by Mrs.
If they had not accepted, the CAHA was prepared to name M. Topham Sunday at Kelowna 
another representative, possibly, the Winnipeg Maroons. ’ Curling Club.
However, the minor controversial points have now been cleared ri^ tĥ rê s Cch f teJho 'vnmS}^ 
PENTiCTON^With their trip to up, following a meeting between the Vees’ executive and Doug a . s . Under mu and Mrs. ’ Ron
Vees defeat 
Vernon 3-1
Grimston, past president of the CAHA. He plunked down a con- Fraser Mrs, a. Birkeiund, Mrs. J. 
tract, whicn according to Penticton club officials, was better than Cousins and .Mrs. Ruffle played on
Via NORTH AMERICAN VAN 
LINES, we’re moving household 
goods all over the -continent! 
KELOWNA ^PACKERS are movr 
ing, too, playing, great hockey! A 
coast visitor said a t Monday’s 
5-3 game: "These two clubs play 
better hockey than Vancouver or 
New Westminster!"
JEN K IN S  CARTAGE
1658 Water Street 
PHONE *2020
Europe and the world hockey tour­
nament only a matter of four
Kelowna Packers set back ‘Kamloops Elks 5-3 a relatively S^pion  ̂ s^tated^to t ^ s p S  anticipated. With the~result the “Vees to Europe” fund has been the Jos5ng r{bk*
fast and well-refereed Okanagan Senior'Hockey league encounter tingling 3 -1  victory dver the third scaled down from $20,000 to $15',000. . — — — :
in Memorial Arena Saturday night. _ place Vernon Canadians here Fri- Mr. Grimston clarified a lot of executive have anything to hide.
Packers dropped to'bottom place m league standmgs over the day night. things. The CAHA does not know We’re together in wanting to put a
week-end as a result of Vernon Canadians Stopping Penticton V’s The win pulled them It points how much it will*get as its share hockey team over in Europe to do 
3-2 in a fixture staged in.the northern Camp Saturday night The a h ea d Of their nearest opposition, of the V’s games in. Europe. It a Jo b  for Canada,”: Mr. Grimston
win tied Vernon with Kamloops, a single point ahead of locals, th6 ^amloops . .
who have 40 noints ■»' ' ' * ' Both teams were evenly match-wno nave w  poinis. ed. Vernon Canucks started off like
Packers picked* up a one-goal Lalonde for the final flip. a house on fire, outshot the V’s
lead in the first period, scored:three ; vJohnny Milliard put Kamloops 15.5 in the first period and were
markers to-Kamloops” singleton -in within two goals of Kelowna at .23 unlucky in getting Only one goal,
the . second and hung on to notch of. the final frame when he finished The second period saw the V’s re-
Hockey data
WEEK-END HOCKEY SCORES 
Saturday 
NHL
Detroit 4, Montreal 3.
Boston 2, Toronto 4.
WUL
Edmonton 4. Calgary 3,
Saskatoon 4, New Westminster 5. 
0S1IL ,
Kamlir.oops 3, Kelowna 5. 
Penticton 2, Vernon 3.
W1HL r
Nelson 3, Kimberley 5.
Sunday
NHL
Toronto 4, Chicago 2.
New York 0. Detroit 3.
Montreal 0, Boston 64
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
but a  long way short of that 
amount in Canadian currency, Mr. 
Grimston intimated.
“Neither, the CAHA nor the V’s’
The contract provides that the 
V’s will be available for the world, 
hockey championships and pre­
exhibition games. The CAHA will 
pay cost, of air transportation to 
and from Europe; cost of transpor­
tation to and from hotels to exhi-
LO O K IN G  
FO R  A  





Then go places with the Navy. 
The Royal Canadian Navy : 
offers -the opportunity to visit 
new places, see new things, 
and serve your country while 
you do. it. You can earn good 
wages while you learn a new 
trade. Age limits: 17 to 25 (29 
with certain trade qualifica­
tions). Education: Grade 8 or 
better. See or write your 
nearest Navel Recruiting Of­
ficer at: ,
312 West Pender St., 
Vancouver, B.C.
ATTENTION
A Special Royal Canadian 
Navy Career Counsellor will 
be in Kelowna at the Cana­
dian Legion Hall on 
JANUARY 19 
from 9 to 6 p.m.
Take this opportunity to en­
quire about a naval career!
___ w _  conceited drive to 'win this honor
one goal and let Elks rack up a a play started by Jack Taggart and verse" the tide of play Completely f°r the 61631 p.laying, coach’ .................. .......... ..............................
pair m the final frame, u Billy Hryciuk. and proceed to outshoot toe visit- ; Same was a clean one, con- bjtion games and to and from the
HIGH SCORER ' -t- i Don Slater made it 4-3 when he ors 18-8. They too were unlucky sidering the brawls that Vernon- team’s quarters to the world play-
Joe Kaiser was high scorer of the picked up a pass from Billy Hyr- in. getting only one goal. It was a fTel?bcton ? ° , tex? tum  j nto- off games,
tilt, deflecting two shots into the ciuk at 9.50 and shot the puck past hotly disputed one at that.' Neither outfit displayed top form
oppoSihg. net for Kelowna. Bill goalie Lalonde. 7 The last period saw both squads Inf
Swarbrick, Mike Durban and Jim J™  Middleton, of Packers, stick- display, fine opportunistic hockey. J P ? 1 fw<e11 over 2,000 fans
Middleton, each potting, a goal, fin- handled across the Kamloops blue sprinkled liberally with excellent wno turne ‘Ne­
ighed locals’ scoring. Leo Lucchini, line and around three players, only passing plays and solid defence.' SUMMARY
Johnny Milliard and-Don Slater to be stopped by Rodzinyak at 17.00. Both goalies shone, but Vernon’s First period—1, Vernon, Harms 
each notched-singletons for Kam- Coach Phil Hergesheimer pulled' Hal Gordon was well night sensa- (Lowe) 4.28. Penalties— McAvoy,
loops. Boomer from Elks’ net with two tional'from the first to the last Conway, B. Warwick.
EJks dut-shot Packers 28-19 and minutes remaining in the game, whistles and was probably the Sdcond period—2, Penticton, Sha- 
received two penalties to Kelowna’s Middleton lifted the puck from in- greatest single star of the game, baga (McIntyre, G. Warwick) 17.20. 
five. Garnet Schai, of winners, was side Packers’ end at 19.47 to score Just before the second period got Penal ties-r-Stecyk, Gordon (10. min.
awarded four trips to the cooler, in Bie open goal and finish the under way Grant Warwick was misconduct).
while Fred Creighton sat out both scoring. officially acclaimed the Vancouver Third period—3, ’’enticton, Sha-
of KamloppsL penalties. SUMMARY ' Province newspapers “B.C. Athlete baga (G. Warwick, B. Warwick)
Kaiser scoied' Uie1* initial goal' of First period—Kelowna, Kaiser of the Year,” thanks to the tremen- 15.23; 4, Penticton, McIntyre (Mc-
the game at 19.36 of the first period (Dawes, Durban) 19.36. Penalties: dous support he received from Pen- Donald, McAvoy)- 16.38. Penalties— would have to absorb,
on a play started by Bob Dawes Schai Creighton. ’ ’ ticton and Okanagan fans in the Berry. " The CAHA contract
and Mike Durban. Dawes received Second period—2, Kelowna, Kasi- 
a pass out to the blue Jine from er (Schai, Durban) 5.50; 3, Kelowna,
Durban, who was in the corner. The Swarbrick (Dawes, Booth) 11.44; 4, 
ex-National Hockey Leaguer rifled Kelowna, Durban (Kaiser, Chaim- , 
a shot at the visitor’s net, with ers) 14.50; 5, Kamloops, Lucchini
Kaiser deflecting it past goalie (Connors, Amundrud) 17.59. Penal- 
Boomer Rodzinyak. ties: Wall, Creighton, Schai (2).
Kelowna’s second goal was made Third period—6, Kamloops, Mil- 
at 5.50 of the second canto when Hard (Hyrciuk, Taggart) .23; 7,
Kaiser deflected the rubber into the Kamloops, Slater (Hyrciuk) 9.50; 8,
Elks’ net for his second marker. Kelowna, Middleton (Durban) 19.47.
Durban fed Garnet Schai a pass out penalties: Schai. 
to the blue line from the corner. J _______________
The CAHA will also take care of 
sleeping and eating expenses, pro­
vide pocket money to the extent 
of a little better than $100 a player 
and beyond this will provide hoc­
key uniforms, 15 dozen hockey 
sticks, one dozen goalie sticks and 
will take care of the extra goal­
keeper.
Big item which pleased the hoc­
key club and executive was the 
decision reached by the CAHA to 
pay costs of excess baggage, a very 
heavy item of expenditure, which 
the V’s’ executive had believed it
covers a
W m . H A U G  &  S O N
1335 Water St., Kelowna, B.C. Phone 2066
Stamp collecting profitable venture besides 
providing interesting hobby for John Ritchie
Schai let go a sizzling slap shot and 
Kaiser, right in front of the cage, 
deflected the puck between Rod- 
zinyak’s legs.
THREE-WAY PLAY 
Bill Swarbrick put Alex Shi- 
bicky’s squad out in front 3-0 at 
11.44 of the second on a three-way 
play started by Dawes and Ken
Packers meet 
Vernon Tuesday
Kelowna Packers have an oppor- 
Booth. Sw arbrick^coredTe goal \unity to vacate Okanagan Senior
on a high fast shot that went be- “ T  mtween Boomer’s lees morrow, night when they trek to
er,!  *61g®' tv, Vernon to take on the Canadians
free in Kamloops’ end And drew l" ; 3 regularly scheduled league en~
Rodzinyak out of his cage. Fred C°Pack ' remained in league base-
^ V e n„d„ r uH4o»vva,  Awarded on the nlav day night and Vernon took a 3-2
M iL thp decision over Penticton V’s in the
"S t™ - 5 1  5  J  northern camp the same night. The 
«etnn from T̂ e TCWr nnrt Bib victory for Canadians put them in
rh n im m ^ t u^n^o1 moire^tViWor a second-place tie with Kamloops Cha mers at 14.50 to make it 4-0 for point ahead of locals,
locals. Rodzinyak was sprawled on ■ " j*
the ice in front, of his goal and all nevt^home n m e ;_ , , , , , Kelowna s next home game is
™ f t &  eool hneas P P slated for Saturday night when they
aCm lc’thf1rft°al.onnt‘ woi mn,te of meet Kamloops Elks in Memorial Elks first count wns mode ot a« « « p„m x: q no* n̂ ninAV 
17.57 when Leo Lucchini scored Arena' Game time is 8.00 o clock.
from Joe Connors and Howie Am- .
undrud. Connors passed out to • AQUATIC ASSOCIATION 
Amundrud on the blue line and the Aid. Ernie Winter will represent 
latter rifled-a pass to Lucchini in the city on the directorate of the 
front of Kelowna netminder Bob Kelowna Aquatic Association.
- --
"511
'f! ‘ St. ^ f \




An immediate success svich thousands of discriminating . * 
"British Columbians . . .  Captain Morgan De Luxt Rum
was introduced only a few short months*ago and is already a.
’ firmly established favourite.
Its distinctive character and superb quality were achieved by 
careful selection from the world’s finest rums, brought;.' 
together by master blenders in a liqueur rum of 
unmatched excellence.
Captain Morgan D « Lmx« Rum is available; 
in "piitcd supply, a t .i premium price.
Captain Morgan
R U M
f  A s
J n t a f f d t i n f e
J i t  coc^laifs
■ .
To most of us, a stamp is a neces- Surrounded by self-made exhibits and some of stamps collect- 
sary evil required to send , a letter ed> John Ritchie, Kelowna’s only full time philatelist, poihts to sheet
iIr nPoatr?he caS fo^young John Rit^ of stamps worth $128 John has customers in many parts of world 
chie, Kelowna’s only professional, and finds occupation both absorbing and educational, 
philatelist, who deals in stamps like . , • ' - en4',‘cv  1
other people deal in gas, clothing *le said with satisfaction, that 
s- . stamps don’t have to be as old as
or_ . a* - . . .. . the hills to increase their worth."John, now twenty-three, one of . - . . . ..
the well-known Ritchie brothers, „ 
started,fiddling with stamps when £onn£ nv
nndUlbro th«/CS c°o v o rsM s durtaB ,h°usa"d ot them ln thc attic, a uso-
it seemed like a good idea to have , In addition to collecting and deal­
something to show them' when they inS in stamps—not to mention 
got back John’s chores in the shop, he has
Taking'names at,random from
magaizine advertisements, he wrote, 3 "in time business," he said with n large
a S n i 0 T J 2  ° i £ « nA  grin, “but it’s a lot of fun-m ore
that the firms send him stamps pcoplc should tnkc 11 up' . 
from their foreign correspondence.
To his .surprise, the resportse was 
amazing, and soon, a casual hobby 
bechmo serious business.
“In addition to that,” he said,
“during thc war, many5 people in 
B.C. sent stamps they had received 
on letters from nil over Europe— 
including concentration camps."
GOOD INVESTMENT 
Urttll 1051, John continued to ho 
known ns n collector, but in thnt
yenr, after buying . out the B.C, , Kelqwnn Puckers’ .Tim Middleton 
Stump Exchange Co., his shlnglo dropped from third to fourth spot 
indicated that he wns a regular in OSAKL individual scoring 
dealer with more than 150 custom- standings last week, according to 
ers, mostly living in the U.S. figures released this morning by
Business Is conducted through the GIor'
mails, John sending out approval dn"”’ °£ .K , Wnn‘. . . . , ,
books—and naturally, order forms, Middleton has a total of 42 points 
He buys his stamps from many on 19 gonls and 23 assists m 38 
sources, from people who have un- games this season, 
told . wealth hidden in their attics Penticton V’s* Bill Warwick loads 
to collections of youngsters worth the pack with 55 points, made up 
perhaps $10. of 30 goals and 25 assists in 44 en-
“Most people;’* said John “ask me chunters to date, Team mate Jack 
what I get out of stamps . . . usually McDonald holds second spot with 
in n tone thnt Implies thnt it must 50 points, while conch George Agar 
be a very dull business. In the first of Vernon Canadians is in third 
place, through stamps, countries all position with 43 polntB,
over the world which , hitherto, -----——--------------
were merely names, have become 
places with-great significance,
“Boy," he rubbed his'hands with 
i glee, “a fellow sure gets to know 
his geography. Then too, buying 
stamps is a very good Investment,
Mint stomps (those not cancelled) 
ore always worth their face value, 
and to the collector, face value plus 
interest."
The greot thing about stamps, ac­
cording to the youthful philatelist,
Is, their condition. “No mutter how 
ojcl they are or how/ priceless they
THIS GUYivSAYS HE'S IN A HURRY!
mu /,
We very seldom tufn a car upside down to- 
speed a job, but every day we practically 
turn ourselves inside out to give the kind of 
fast, efficient service that has made us fam­
ous. Try us soon and see for yourself!
VICTORY MOTORS LTD.
„ CHEVROLET — OLDSMOBILE DEALERS 
1675 Pcndozi St. Phono 3207
to fourth place 
scoring race
It’s still a long way befoie com­
mencement of the baseball season,
THIS AOVUmUMlNT IS HOT fOSlRWlO 0« WJHAUO »V 
JHS lIQOOf COHTIOl IOAID Ol It IM* OOV»H«BMI Of MITOH COWttWA,
should he." he said, “their actual »>«»* Oknnngnn Mainline lTasebaU 
value depends entirely upon the is thinking in terms of an
condition they,ore in." Giving an active season, 
example of the Investment angle. Annual meeting will take place 
John pointed out that a Red Cross In Kelowna Memorial arena next 
1952 four-ccnt Issue waa today Sunday nt 2.00 p.m. Team repre­
worth three cents used and eight border have been invited 
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★  Trucking and the fruit industry go hand in hand.
i r  Large, modern refrigerated' trucks speed crops to 
market.
★  Efficient trucking service maintains the high degree of 
quality in the product.
ie  Modern teletype service speeds coastal deliveries.
266 Leon Ave. Phone 2500
Hffl1 *
.viw m
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Fire Hall...... ........ Dial 115
Ambulance  ...... ., Dial 115
MEDICAL DIRECTORY 
SERVICE
If usable to contact a deeter 
dial 2722
m m m m m m  -■ ♦ ,




■! . V.U) to 8.00 pjn............
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS: 
Canadian and American Customs 
24-hour service. y
DEATHS FOR RENT
HORNER—Passed away in the Kel­
owna Hospital on Friday. January 
14th. Mr. Charles M. Horner of 
Okanagan Mission. Survived by his 
wife. Doris, at home and 2 Sona 
Alan of Hamilton. Ontario, Lyle of 
Edmonton. Alberta, one grand­
daughter. Funeral will be held from 
St. Michael and All Angels' Church 
today, Monday, January 17th, at 
2.30 y.m, Ven. Archdeacon D. S, 
Catchpole will conduct the service, 
assisted by Rev. R. • Brown of 
Oyama. Burial in the Kelowna Ce­
metery. Day's Funeral Service 
Limited In charge of arrangements.
FULLY FURNISHED SLEEPING 
rooms in Bernard Lodge, weekly or 
monthly. Reasonable rates. Phone 
2215. 37-tfc
PRENTICE—George, late residence 
1311 St. Paul St. at hospital Sun­
day, January 10,1955, aged 00 years. 
Survived by wife, Melissa. Danbury. 
Sask , and one sister in Ontario. 
Funeral service 2 p.m. Thursday, 
Jan. 20, under auspices of Branch 
20. Canadian Legion, from Chapel 
of Kelowna Funeral Directors, 
- i- 1- . - i- w w w k w w v 1 Padre R. S. Lcitch officiating. In- 




Music Associa- CARD OF THANKS
STEWART—Passed away suddenly 
on Saturday, January 15th, Mrs. 
Ethel Stewart at her home at .777 
Fuller Avenue. aged OO years Sur- 
w  www. vived by ' two sons. Graham, and
This column is published by The John and one granddaughter in 
Courier, as a  service to’ the com- Kelowna. Funeral will be held from 
inanity Ip an effort to eliminate Day’s Funeral Chapel on Tuesday, 
overlapping of meeting dates. January 18th, at 1.30 p.m. Major 
Tnp«A<>v fa Fitch of the Salvation Army will
BCFGA S i i T S r e n t i o n .  In t S ' S  E l / T S ‘
KcloK » r ° -  ~ Ir 1.,ed ln
First Concert, Kelowna 
District Civic
Ron. 8.15 p.m.. in Empress 
Theatre. Soriano, Pianist. WE WISH TO EXPRESS OUR sin- 
Saturday, January 22 cere gratitude to all our friends for
Kamloops Elks vs. Kelowna their kindness and sympathy ex- 
Packers, 8.00 p.m. Memorial tended to us during the illnes and 
Arena. death of our beloved daughter,
Wednesday. Januarv 28 Dorothy, also our grateful thanks
Board of Trade annual meet- for the floral tributes. We wish to 
ing. 6.15 p.m. Royal Anne. thank especially Archdeacon • D,- S.
Thursday, January 27 Catchpole for his kind words of con-
Vernon Canadians vs. Kelowna solation. ,
Packers 8.00 p.m. - Memorial MR. and MRS. J. • BURNST1LL 
Arena. \  and MARJORY.
Friday, January 28 • 45-lc
A.O.T.S. Men's Club fourth an- — ------- ----- r———  ------------ -—
S o ,  W a t  SfpV  Un'tod p e r s o n a l
Saturday, January 29
Penticton V’s vs. Kelowna Pac
WANTED 
(Miscellaneous)
WANTED—GOOD USED PIANO. 
Write Box 2509 Kelowna Courier, 
giving full particulars and price.
■ ' ■_______44-tff
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID FOR 
*crap iron, steel, brass, copper, lead, 
etc. Honest grading. Prompt pay- 
ment made. Atlas Iron and Metals 
Ltd., 250 Prior St., Vancouver, B;C. 
Phone PAcifie 6357. 3-tfc
AUTO FINANCING
FINANCING A CAR? 
BEFORE YOU BUY ask about our 
Low Cost Financing Service with 
complete Insurance Coverage. 
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD. 
364 BERNARD AVENUE
44-3c
Locals win; lose in pair of 
basketball encounters Friday
Kelowna cagers split honors with a pair of visiting basketball 
squads in high school gym Friday night.
B-A Oilers trounced Princeton to share of points in the women's con- 
thc tune .of 97-52 in a fast, exciting test with 12 points for Kamloops. 
Interior Senior Men's Basketball Anita Stewart, of Kelowna, was see- 
League game, while Gordon's Super- ond high scorer as she got through 
Valu Aces dropped their game by for 10 points. Sheila Lomax was 
the score of 38-34 to Kamloops in a number two point-collector for lo- 
close, hard-fought interior women's cals with'nine points, 
league encounter. Aces notched eight points t6 visit-
C. Ceccon, of Princeton, was high ors* six in the initial quarter and 
scorer In the men’s-fixture, potting then went down by a 7-4 score in 
24 points, all on field goals. Bill the second stanza to land on'the 
Dean was high point collector for short end of a 13-12 half-time count, 
locals as he netted 20 ponts. whch The two clubs fought to a 12-12 tie 
wore also made on field goals. in the third and then winners went 
Oilers led 19-10 in the first frame on to sink 13 points and hold the
ANNUAL MEETING BONUS INSIDE three inches in fifth.
Annual general meeting of the CARMAN, Man.-rMre. R. Adam- —:------ -
KeJowna Yacht Club will be held $on got more ,tlwp she bargained AVIATION COUNCIL .
January 28. presentation of annual for when sire-purchased a fish from Aid- B. D, Knox h«S beep tP&oinU 
icports and financial statements a peddler. Inside the fish was ah- ed city's representative on the R.C, 
will highlight the meeting. - -■...* ’ * "  * '* * ~ * ’
.. . ..... .... ;> — — ... _____________
other, about six inches1 long and Aviation Council.
and went on to pick up a 42-23 half­
time lead. Locals sunk 22 points 
and held southerners down to 10 
points in the thjrd quarter . and 
out-scored them 33-19 in the final 
session.
M. Swett garnered the lion's
CARS AND TRUCKS PROPERTY WANTED
1949 MERCURY #  TON PICK-UP. 
Good motor, tires and running gear, 
poor body. Full price $495.00. Terms 
may be arranged or trade-in ac­
cepted. Pfeone Penticton 5483 after 
7.00 p.m. 45-ic
1954 DODGE %-TON PICKUP, 
radio, heater, only 5,900 miles. Price 
$1,800. 238 Leon Avenue or phone' 
3120 daytime. 8192 evenings.
' 41-tfc
Fruits, 8.00 p.m
Thursday, February 3 
Penticton V’s vs. Kelowna Pac­
kers 8.00 p.m. Memorial Arena. 
Saturday, February 5 
Second Concert, Kelowna and 
District Civic Music Associa­
tion; Carl Palangi, baritone. 
Thursday, February 10
FOR THAT BETTER GUARAN­
TEED USED CAR see ■ Victory 
Motors Ltd. Pendozi at Leon, Phone 
3207, . tfc
DOUBLE YOUR MOTOR LIFE 
with anti-friction Bardahl. Improves 




DRY FIR • SLAB WOOD AND 
Edgings. You haul it. $2.00 per cord. 
McGee’s Fuel, /BX Road, Vernon, 
B-C. 45-tfc
P O R TABLE TYPEWRITER ~  
$35.00; Underwood Standard $47.50. 
Apply Gordon D. Herbert, Type­
writer agent, Room No. 6, Casorso 
;Block. ■ 44-5c
.. - , For Sale: two new 600X16 knobby
BUSINESS PERSONAL tires and, tubes already * on .rims.
Reasonable,, will , sell separately, 
phone 4167 after 5p.m. 43-tfc
3 or 4 acres. Write Box 2507 Kel 
owna Courier. . 44-2p
BUSINESS ^  ~
OPPORTUNITIES
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
If you are well and favorably 
known ■ in Kelowna and district, 
have a proven record of sales 
ability, 'a strong desire to build a 
business of your own and a limited 
capital, it will pay you to reply to 
Box 2504, Kelowna Courier 
giving full particulars on yourself. 
_________  42-4c
NOTICES
W A N T ED
USED FURNITURE AtfD 
APPLIANCES
Top quality used goods required 
immediately. We will appreciate 
the opportunity to bid on yojur 
household effects.
0 k . Used Furniture
Store
Phone 2825 24-tfc
renuct v s - Y F° ^  ?°2.tf I,ays' 
kers 8,00 p.m. Memorial Arena. Lethbridge. Calgary and Edmon- 
Wednesday, February 2 ton. Anyone desirous of shipping
Kelowna and District Horticul- KontSnvl „g0<S J 2 . Qr .frtoml; the ture Society meeting. B.C. Tree S S  ^ A lb e rta  points phone 
dmiUm oaa . »  v i . Chspinfiii s, Kelowna 2928 or Ver»
non 4040. 44-2<j
SINGER SEWING- MACHINES 
Sales, service, rents. * Phone 3015, 
Kelowna. 44-tfc
Kamloons Flk<? * TCplnumn DICYCLE TIRE SPECIAL—Stan-
Packers^ 8 00 dard and sP°rts 28”, 28”-$2.50. Can-Packers 8.00 p.ni. Memorial adlan BaUoon-$3.75. Campbell's
Friday, February 11 Bicycle Shop. _______ JXMJc
Hospital benefit cabaret, Le- BASEMENT EXCAVATIONS and 
gion ballroom, sponsored by difching-We specialize with ma- 
Junior Hospital Auxiliary. chinery for every job. D. Chapman 
Thursday, February 17 and Co. Ltd., Kelowna. Phone 2928. 
Canadian Club meeting, Royal ''94-tfc
Anne Hotel. N. Mowat, speak-    "
ing on "Canadian and American HOTOD4WIBING -—..LARGE- OR 
Relations.” C.30 p.m. 8malL Wiring for electric heating,
------------- :-------- ------------------  etc. Call, in or phone Loanes Hard­




2* per word per insertion, minimum PLASTER. STUCCO AND~ CON- 
15 words. Crete work. John Fenwick. Dial
20% discour* for 3 or more;inser- 6250 or write to Okanagan Mis? 
tions without change. sion. FREE estimates. 67-tfc
w ^ p s s s r s s s s s r s .
BEMI-DISPLAY^ON CLASSIFIED




E. A. Leslie, 2915 
i-tfc
$1,00 per column inch. MOTOR REPAIR SERVJCE-Com- 
. plete maintenance service, Electric­
a l  contractors. Industrial Electric, 
256 Lawrence Avenue, dial 2758.
82-tfc
HELP WANTED
THE CORPORATION OF THE -------- ------------------------
DISTRICT OF GLENMORE PLASTERING, STUCCOING, Con- 
CLERK, TREASURER, ASSESSOR " ete estimating.1- WiU-
and collector—Applications ore in-:) mnn» dl°l 3203. ’ , 71-tfc
vited for the above position, to" S ■ A i  W - S  • *
start on or before March 1st, 1055. Sawfilinu cummin ir rnruHtnc
Previous municipal experience do- S n  ^ w s  ^ f e e d .  T ow n®  
sirablc. Apply in own handwriting mowpr Tohncnn'c pnir.„
with full particulars of experience. ghI  n S e  3731 764 C n S n n  
nge, salary expected, and roferon- P" 3731 ’ 764 -.st.p.n74-tfcces, to R, W. Corner, M unicipal______________________ *_______
Clerk, R.R. 1, Kelowna, B.C., and VISIT O. L. JONES USED FURNI- 
mark envelope "Clerk Application'’, TURE Dopt for best buysl 513 Ber- 
Appllcatlons will be opened. by nard Ave. 50-tfe
Council on January 25th, 1955. ------------- -------------------
‘151c <*’OK R E N T
WOMKN la id "  ARE R E U S E D  ONe“ a 'n d " t WQ BEDROOM^ mo- 
n . l ,  1,̂ : l i e  a7  S  o w S  dom C h K  wc°-
otYored airmen. Here is your oppor­
tunity for an exciting ami profitable 45-tfc
KEW SKI BOOTS SIZE 5j/2. Excel­
lent leather. Value $25, sell $18. 
Phone 2596 after 5.00 p.m. 43-tfc
CONSOLE: RADIO FOR SALE — 
15 tubes, in ’ good working order. 
Price $50. Phone 7187. 43-3c
NETTED GEM POTATOES FOR 
sale in top lots, 100 or 50 pound 
Sacks. Phone Armstrong 3732 or 
write Ceral Harley, R.R. 3, Arm­
strong, B.C. . 37-tfc
FOR BETTER LEGHORNS BUY 
your chickens from the * source, ■ a 
breeding farm. Every egg'set comes 
from our own. wing-banded stock 
to produce Derreen chicks. Derreen 
Poultry Farm Ltd., Sardis, B.C. , 
_________________________ 37-tfc
DEALERS IN ALL TYPES; OF 
used, equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wire rope; pipe and fittings; chain, 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St., Van­
couver, B.C. Phone PAcific 6357,
83-tfc
3 PIECE CHESTERFIELD SUITE 
in green, one chair rose, like >new. 
Westinghouse automatic . electric 
iron apd typewriter desk. Phone 
6471 between 6.00 and 8.00 p.m.
3‘4-tfc
CCM. BICYCLES, also RALEIGHS. 
Complete stock of parts and acces­
sories and goqd repair service. Cyc­
lists come to Campbell's! Dial 2107 
—Leon at Ellis. CAMPBELL’S 
BICYCLE SHOP. 45-tfc
PROPERTY FOR SALE
NEW FOUR-BEDROOM HOME, 
Full basement. Sawdust furnace. 
Electric water heater. Double lapn- 
dry tubs. Garage. Phone 4310.
45-3Mp
LAKESHORE LOT 73’ xllcrrG ood 
beach,' excellent view, 2/, miles 
from Post Office. Apply Gordon D. 
Herbert, owner, 1084 Ethel St.
44 4c
AUCTION SALE 
Timber Sale X64089 
There will be offered for sale at 
Public Auction, at 10.30 a.m. on 
Friday, February 4th, 1955, in the 
office of. the Forest Ranger, Kelow­
na, B.C., the Licence X64089, to cut 
86,000 cubic feet of Fir, Yellow Pine 
and Other Species sawlogs and 
3,500 lineal feet of cedar poles and 
piling situated on an area on Mill 
Greek, adjacent to the East boun­
dary of Section '30, Township 24; 
O.D.Y.D.
Three (3) years will be allowed 
for removal of timber.
“Provided anyone unable to at- ' 
tend the auction in person may 
submit tender to be opened at 
the hour of auction and treated - 
as one bid.” t '
Further particulars may be ob­
tained from the Deputy Minister of 
Forests, Victoria, B.C., or the Dis­
trict Forester, Kamloops,- B.C. .
45-2Mc
LAND REGISTRY ACT 
. ... .(Section 161) -
IN THE MATTER OF PARCEL “A” 
(D.D. 132069F) of Lot 2, Explana­
tory Plan ”B” 6233, Block 6, Dis­
trict Lot 490, . Osoyoos Division 
Yale District, Plan 125. 
Municipality of Peachland
PROOF having been filed in my 
Of floe of the loss of Certificate of 
Title No. 132069F to the above men­
tioned lands in the name of. John 
T. Garraway of Peachland, B.C.; and 
bearing date the 11th day of Febru­
ary, 1949.
I HEREBY GIVE NOTICE of my 
intention at the-expiration of . one 
calendar month to issue to the said 
John T. Garraway,, of Peachland, 
B.C., _ a Provisional Certificate of 
Title in lieu of such Lost Certificate. 
Any person having information' 
with reference to- such lqst Certifi­
cate of Title is requested to cpm- 
municate with the undersigned, ■ 
DATED-at the Land Registry Of­
fice, Kamloops,. British ̂ Colum- 
blo, this 11th day of January, 
one thousand nine hundred and 
Fifty-five.
A. A. DAY, 
Deputy Registrar.
« 45-5Mc
> FAMOUS PLAVERS THEATRE
COMING
4 Days, Feb. 2, 3, 4, 5th
ONE SHOWING NIGHTLY 
7.30. Doors Open 7 p.m,
GREATERON WIDE SCREEN!
FULL LENGTH! UNCHANGED!
G R EA TEST 
M O TIO N  . 
P IC T U R E  
E V E R  
M A D E!
JS&-
fiHVIi O.GiI2NICH*$ Production of 




VT, CLARK CABLE * VIVIEN LDGH 
^ LESLIE HOWARD* OLIVIA deHAVillAND
A SEIZNICKINTERHATIONAL PICTURE.
PRICES
for "GONE WITH THE WIND”
Children, Anytime ..............25^
Students, Anytime ......  50d
— ADULTS —
MATINEE (Sat.) ............... 50{i
EVENING ........................... 75d
USE BOOK TICKETS
f ’* ^  'v-—
How good
can a good rum be?
A':iU'of. Term of throe to five years. FOR RENT—BRIGHT ROOM suR- 
tj.'t tho lietisils from the Air Force able for traveler or -working girl. 
(’oiitTiH'llor any Tuesday at tho Phone 3007. 45-lc
Kelowna Armouries. 45-3M c---------------------------------------------
FOR RENT-BEDROOM, kitchen
* ' ’* f ° ° !\  * ROUSE- - privileges mid frig. Phone 2403, 845 
KU-.Pl.K for small modern home Lawson Avenue, 45-3c
on lilt-mvond, two adults, live in ---- - -----------------------------------------
• preferred. Good. home for- right ROOM AND BOARD FOR ONE or 
prison. Write l ’.O. Uo\ 317, Salmon two persons. Very close In. Phono 
Aim, statin:: age, umdUkidlons4 4312. 45-3c
and wages expoi ti d. - 45-3c ~ --------------- -- ----------------  . FOR RENT — 3 FURNISHED
POSITION IS OPEN, FOR ManagR-r ROOMS with bath. Phone 2018. 
of Emit Packing Hou-,0 in Kootcn* 45-3c
l-’Miit Exelumge, t.’restou, !U'„ .Oat- suite. Close In. Smnll child
in;; ONjnMieinv sntyry vxpocti'd, to. I'hono firvtO. 4R-Ic
............................ ....................... 2-ROOM SUITE, FURNISHED, el­
ectric stove. 1034 Borden.
: 43-3M-PTUV COUItlllU (U.ASSII'U-DH FOR QUICK RESULTS.
P O S IT IO N  W A N T E D
ROOM FOR RENT FOR respect­
able mail, homo privileges. 524 
Ave. phono <11(18, *t-l-3p
YOUNG I.ADY WOUU)' LIKE FOR iVkNt" AT OKANAGAN Mis'- 
Mmdy A-mplo>nu’ut in the City of mu, 2-rnom log cabin with bath, 
lyelowna Plume 671)1. 45-lc Phone
C O M IN G  E V E N T S
It a l ia n " sp A O iir.m  s u p p e r  
spomaived Ity G W !., St .lo-'i-ph’s 
lialt, S.Unulay, January 22ml, 5.30- 
7.00 pm Lvov body weh-oine,
45-;»r
sociA i, c u r m r  GAui)" pa r t y , 
Friday, January 21rt, in the Wo- 
im-n's Institute Hall. Lunch, dime* 
ini’, ptl.'es. 45-lc
LEGION h a ll ' c a t e r in g  t o
neddlng reception-*, hittfiue^ etc. 
Phono D. Mlllns, 4313 or 4117. -
20-tfc
FOUR ROOM FURNISHED SUITE 
■ Washer, fridge, iron, central, 
ground floor. Apply 572 Elliott.
43-2p
C’OMFORTARLE" ROOM AND 
privlh'gea in modern hom»\. meals 
optional. Phone (L’tll), 740 Roue.
/ 43-tfc
NlCli FRo'Nf 'SLEHMNtr
in pew home. (ienUetmm only, 501 
Harvey Avenue, Phono 4260,
.  4,1-3-p
r o o m  "a n d  .n o A R n T o u T iu s i:
NESS poison. Phone 675'' 740 Rose 
Avenue. 37-tfc
A. W, GRAY
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE 
AGENCIES LTD.
FIVE ROOM COTTAGE—Close to 
city, nonr lake. Has acre land, 
with 105 foot frontage on n paved 
road. Good selection of bearing and 
young fruit trees, House lias 5 
rooms, full plumbing, living room 
lias fireplace, Full prlco only 
$4,500 cash.
11,STOREY HOUSE — Five rooms 
down, unfinished upstairs. Full 
basement, furnneo, city light, water 
and sewer. House is only 4 years 
old. Good lot, with fruit trees. A 
very fine home, for only $11,400, 
with $4,400 down, balance $00 per 
month at 5
20 ACRE DAIRY FARM with large 
barn, milk house, small dwelling, 
with electricity and hot and cold 
water. The land is the very best 
bottom iauci, suited to liny or vege­
table growing. Cheap irrigation, 11 
cows, 8 head young stock, 50 
chickens. Ford tractor and equip­
ment, Milking machine, included. 
Full price $11,550, mostly cash.
17 ACRE VINEYARD, bringing 
average gross return around $0,000 
annually, Four room bouse, with 
electricity nod water, Bmn, and 
garage, large pneklmdiouM-. trac­
tor and full line of equipment. Price 
$23,000. half cash, I-V nil r w i l l  
make, substantial cut.
A, W. GRAY
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE 
AGENCIES I.T1).
1459 Ellis St. Kelowna, B C.
Phone 3175 (Residence 0169)
OflumtoislJtm ??«r.
This advertisement jg not published or displayed by the Liquor Control 
Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
Brand N ew  Occupancy in February
Wo niter it 3 bedroom home ill nn excellent residential nren, 
close to schools, etc. Livipgroom \vith n fireplace, diniijg area, 
good-sized kitchen, fifil basement, oil hot air heat installed. 
This is a good family type home, bungalow style, nn̂ l terms 
within your budget; price being $ 12,240.00 and a down 
payment of $2,211.00 wjtli n monthly payment of $61.28 
plus taxes. Considering the price and locality of this home, 
ibis will not be on the market too long and would advise your 
immediate inspection of this. For arrangements contact:
C A R R U TH ER S  &  M EIK LE L T D .
UKAU ESTATE nnd INSURANCE
Phone 2127 364 Bernard Ave.
Orchard City quirtette down to 10 
in the final frame.
BOX SCORES
Men’s Game
Kelowna (97)—Fairholm 15, But­
cher 18, Martino 13, Dean 20. Ball 
5, Reiswig 8, Ferguson 8, Tostcnson 
18.
Princeton (52)—Beale 14, Ceccon 
24, Richards 4, Bullin 4, Tonks 2, 
Jones 2, Kovich 2:
Womer/s Game
Kamloops (38)—Stair, Parantiau
WANTED TO BUY AT OKANAG­
AN MISSION or outside city limits, 
small house with full plumbing, on R3 nr 4 akrps rit*. Bnv t>*n-7 ifoi. Wakabayashi 6, Swett 12, Pilking
ton 5, Fisher 6, Young 3.
Kelowna (34)—Bifford, Lomax 9, 
Welder 6, Stewart 10, Lansdowne 2, 
Boyer, Lingle, Caldow 7.
map
* *
is proud of its connection with the fruit industry and takes 
this opportunity to wish the B .C .F .G .A . every success at their
- , . L ' • • / ,, ‘ •:
6 6 th Annual Convention.
i i
Come in and see our display of equipment at the Convention Tuesday, Wednesday. 
a|iri, Thursday, January 18, 19 and 20. Anglican Parish Hali, Kelowna, B.C,
s ' - * I - *
Oliver 92 or Kelowna 70 4 4
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
I I I Q fB Q o l i t l v
AUCTIONEERING BEAUTY SALONS OFFICE EQUIPMENT








CHARM BEAUTY & CORSET 
SALON
PERMANENTS
Machine, Machineless and 
Cold Wave
Hair Styling;, and Tinting • 
154$ P*ndo?t St. Dial 2642
BICYCLE REPAIRS
•O M rtlT t LINI OP
! i  CQUVPNBENT
OKANAGAN STATIONERS Ltd. 













C.C.M. and English BICYCLES 
Repairs and Accessories 









102 Radio Building Kelowna
Gray’s Chiropractic 
Clinic
T573 Ellis' Si., Kelowna ‘
R. E. GRAY, D.C.
E. L. GRAY, D,C. .
Hours: 9.30 a.m. to 12.00 noon. 
2.00 p.m. to 5,15 p.m. 
Wednesdays—v 
9.30 • a.m: to 12.00 noon. 

















D . H . CLARK &  CO.
Accounting Auditing
Income Tax Consultants •
1007 Ellis St., Kelowna, B.C. 
Phone 3590
W e r , x  
^ V ^ b y t h ik c
♦Modern Appliances and Eleotrlo 




, Envelopes — Letterheads 
Statements — Programs 
Tickets — Menus 
Business Cards, etc
THE KELOWNA COURIER








Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
•487 WATER ST, PHONE 30|f8
Established 1922
Day's Furneral Service
''Ltd. ■ ' '
1065 Ellis St.
Agents for Bronro .Plaques and 
Granite Headstones.
DIAL 2201
CHARM BEAUTY «  UQRSET 
SALON
Distributors of; Camp Rarite*) 
Belts and Breast Supports 
Private fitting rooms 
Graduate Fitter
A full lino of Girdlos, Corsets,, 
OprseHottcs and Bras ,










1536 Ellis St. Tcf.1355
INTERIOR AGENCIES LTD. 
200 Bernard - Dial 2070,
TYPEW RITERS
AUTO BODY REPAIR MOVING & STORAGE
For a factory 
finish to youi 
damaged car 




238 Leon Ave. Phone 3124
AUTOMOBILES
MOVING L STORAGC
tOtlG.IUlt! OR SHORT MAUI
I). c h a p m a n  A CO. l t d ,
Dial ;:028









H. i f  McArthur
OK. TYPEWRITER BALEH 
AND BERVICE
251 Bernard Ave, Dtsl 2260
LADD GARAGE LTD.
Denier for ,, . 
STUDf,BAKER and AUSTIN 
CARS end TRUCKS 
237 Lawrence Avo. Dial 2252
Part-tim e dental 
clinic planned
Plans are being formuinted to 
open n y/nrl-tlmt- dental clinic In 
the South Okruuigan Health Unit
on August 1 for tho enro qt |>r«- 
rchool and grade ono ehildrert, This 
wns iilsolortt-d at last Thursday’̂  
n.cotliM of tiio school board.
I'rovinoloI government would bo 
K-Kponsiblo for half the cost of op- 
erntiou and provide a dofltftl As- 
slstnnt for flirt clinic. As yet, the 
local (lintUt to take charge of tfio 
clinic has not been disclosed.'





Orchard City Lodff 
Now 59, 1 0 . 0  
Meet* Id  tad  Sid T oetd ifi 
every month — MO pum. 
Women*i Inatltate Hall, , 
Glean Avenue
THE KELOWNA COURIER
VISIT CALGARY , , .  Mr. and 
Mrs. S. A. McDonald and their 
three children. Sherry, Candos and 
Brook, have left for Calgary where 
they will spend four or five months. 
During their absence their house 
will be occupied by Mr. and Mrs. 
Chris Kolyn.
A LL TYPES OF 
HEATING SYSTEMS
O I L
■Ar Warm A ir 
ic  Steam 
ic  Hot Water
A L L  T Y P ES  O F  
FU R N A C ES
Gas -  Coal -  Wood -  Sawdust -  Oil 
• . .  which ever you prefer.
We sell and install 
the correct heating 







Phone 3039 1131 Ellis Street
LIQUOR PLEBISCITES
will be held on February 3rd, 19 5 5 , 
in the following: \











Home of H. H. Nichols and 
Farrow’s Corner Supply
East Kelowna Community Hall
Crossroads Supply
Naramata Post Office
Okanagan Centre. Post Office.
Hardie’s General Store and 
Crossroads Supply
Hall’s General Store 
Westbank Post Office 
Winfield General Store
M A K E  SURE Y O U R  N A M E  IS O N  T H E LIST
List Closes January 19 th , 19 5 5 , after which 
date no names may be added.
' Voters’ list may be checked and names registered, if 
necessary at the government office, 231 Bernard Avenue.
E. ROSS OATMAN,
Registrar of Voters.
. • • ’ . • - ; 44-2c
NOW SHOWING | 
Mon., Tues., Wed., this wcck| 
Nightly at 7 and 9 n.m. 
at Regular Prices—20tf, lor, GOd
Tonight is Attendance Night 
TUES. is FOTO-NITE
Cash Award $160.00 \
It could be your name called,
# r — ------- f r - — — *
All Hi. Fun, Stan, Songi, 
Dances, Gogs that 





m> J . I fa
COMING
THUR., FRI., 7 And 9.15 
SAT. cont. from 1 p.m.
CincmaScopc Prices
ADD WiPMARK • BELtA DAM,
NEWS
Crisis in Middle East e x p la in e d  Commercial cage
by noted authority, Brig. Quilliam te* ms ” l,l f f
action tonight
'it1      wt-sp w s w
t MeLelland to tie it up at Monorchs. , the season,
and set the stage for the over- ." V tmdif defeated locals l$-8 in a Orchard City team's next engage-
A capacity crowd at the Canadi- 
. an Club banquet last Friday eve­
ning in the Royal Anne Hotel lis­
tened attentively as Brigadier C.
Quilliam spoke, on the crisis in the 
Middle East
Brigadier Quilliam. long in the Egyptians brought matters'
British Secret Service, speaks contro1,
Arabic. Turkish and'other languag- FAROUK HAD INFLUENCE 
es. “If war should come with “King Farouk," said the speaker.
plunderers spread the word that it 
was the British who robbed the 
country. In 1953 ‘bur Minister of 
Trade was mu$16red, followed by 
riots In Cairo, The people nearly 
starved. It was looked upon by
under
~ Gordon’s Super-Valu Aces tangle 
with Kelowna High Owlettes in 
high school gym tonight in' a reg­
ularly scheduled wo*”®0’8 city 
commercial basketball league fix­
ture. Game time is 7.30.
Last-place Aces are looking for 
their first victory over top spot 
Owlettes, with the result that to-
Russia,” said the sneaker, “first who he knew well, “was left to ni£ht’s contest should provide some
France, then the Middle East, are Italian influence in the royal pal- 
of tremendous importance to the ace in childhood, neglected. Grown
to manhood, American newspapers
close checking and short passes.
fabricated salacious stories about 
him. He could have been a great 
influence for good. His life is 
tragic.”
Lieut-Colonel Gamal Abdel Nas­
ser, who wants no trouble with the 
West, eliminates all enemies of 
Britain. He is Egypt’s strong man 
who ousted Naguib.
Said the speaker, “At the present 
moment the British, back-log of 
good will in the' Middle East has 
somewhat gone o ff ' the rails and 
must be put back on, then all will 
be well."
Brigadier Quilliam was introduc­
ed by Club President J. M. Barre,
and he was thanked by Nicholas. with the 217 battalion. A carpenter 
Van der Vliet.
West”
The British-made democracies of 
the Middle East once the old 
Turkish Empire, westernized these 
countries. British .administrators 
took over after the War of 1918, 
but, the countries were run by their 
own nationals and these were good 
men. National spirit, grew. When 
war broke out in J939 all British 
administrators left the country.
The present* generation in the 
Middle East knows nothing of for­
mer British guidance and stand­
ards, hence the present crisis.
In Israeli, North Africa, along the 
great seaway of the Suez Canal are 
airport, abundant labor, raw ma­
terials, communications, with oil 
fields the largest in the world. Now 
there are riots and upheavals.
There is no gratitude in the present 
generation for Western helD in de­
veloping the country. Gradually, 
since 1881, the British have been 
leaving the country. Then in 1945 
another upheaval favored the West.
In 1947 the British again occupied 
the country, at which time Briga­
dier Quilliam returned to the 
Middle East.
TREATY RESENTED 
The speaker said the treaty of 
1947 unfortunately dictated to the 
country, saying which goods the 
East might sell to Britain, which 
goods the British would sell to the 
Middle East. This, was resented.
Communists and Fascits sprang up, 
though the speaker said some were 
neither, just reformers.
Egyptian pilferers robbed the 
country; bitter resentment rose 
against the British as the Egyptian
Mrs. E . Stewart 
passes away
Mrs. Ethel May Stewart, 777 Ful­
ler Ave., passed away last Satur- Clarke 7; Clow. 9,' Qmolik 4. 
day at the age of 66 years. Januaryyl4
Mrs. Stewart was bom in Guelpfi, Lipsett 10, Borland 7; Bebb, 14, 
Ontario, and came west as a ypung Mitchell 13; D. Reid 7, H. Brown- 
woman. In 1925 she married M r. lee 6; O. Brownlee 10, Jacques 6; 
Stewart, who predeceased her in Harding 10, Phillips 7; McCaught
1941. ' • ‘ #
Mrs. Stewart was interested in 
church activities until ill health
f t_______ _____ ___________
time, ’ ’ * ~  league encounter in ' Memorial
(The team* battled through two Arena lastWednesday 'and Kclow- 
scoreless periods before breaking 08 18 looking tor its first victory of a league ti l t  
out in the finale.’ Doug Kilburn 
broke the ice at 4.31 of the third 
when he deflected Don Berry’s 
forward pass.
Willie Schmidt evened the count 
at 1Z50 when, with Tarala off for 
tripping, he blasted a 45 footer to 
the top comer from the point 
‘ Jim Fairburn gave V*9 what 
looked like the game at 14.12 when 
he capitalized on some loose clear­
ing by the Canadians to waltz in 
and beat Gordon from dose range.
After that. Canadians took com­
mand and kept the visitors off 
balance after taking the lead In 
overtime.
V*s took seven penalties, Canadi­
ans five. The visitors outshot Ca­
nadians 26-22.
meat is slated tor Wednesday night 
when It plays host to Penticton tor
Phone 2 0 16
KELOW NA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 EUis Street
fo r LU M B ER  -  B U ILD IN G  M A T E R IA LS
World War I vet Kelowna team seeks 
passes away premier hockey w in
McLeod River Hard
COAL
A veteran of World War I, and an 
active members of Kelowna branch, 
Canadian Legion, George Prentice. 
66, died in the Kelowna General 
Hospital Sunday. He was 66.
Mr. Prentice joined the Cana­






Kelowna Coy Cup squad treks to > 
Vernon tonight for a regularly 
scheduled Okanagan-Mainline in­
termediate "A” Hockey League 
fixture with the northern’ City’s
New Internal' Treatment
.. .. , - ■ PSORIASISby occupation, ? he was forced to
retire a few years ago, due to fail- Dramatic clinical results show the 
ing health. He lived most of his new internal treatment, LIPAN, is 
life in Saskatchewan. successful in almost 1- out* of 10
Besides his wife Melissa, in Dan- cases. Even stubborn lesions of long 
bury, Sask., he is survived by a • standing have responded to LIPAN, 
sister, Mrs. W. Sloper of Cobourg, Ask your druggist for LIPAN> For 
Ont. Funeral services will be con- free booklet and clinical reports, 
ducted Thursday afternoon at 2 write to Greenlqve Company, 21 
o’clock from chapel of Kelowna King St. E., Toronto. Dept. “N”. 
Funeral Directors, Rev. R. S. Leitch
N O T IC E
The Annual General Meeting of the Kelowna 
Yacht Club will be held in the Clubhouse on 
Friday, January 2 8 th , commencing at 8  p .m .
All members and boat owners, plus those interested in 
boating are invited .to attend.





Morrison 12, Campbell 5; N. 
Brownlee 13, L. R. Stephen 5; Clow 
10, Minette 9; Clarke f}. Piepgr 5; 
McCaugherty 10, N. Brownlee 9. 
January l{
A. Mitchell 6, Kitch 5; D. Reid 11, 
J.’ H. Moir 10; Jacques 12, Ennis 11. 
. January 12
Campbell 9, Conklin 8; N. Brown­
lee 10, Kristjanson 10; Minette 9, 
Robie 8; Pieper 8, Reid 7; Ullrich 
9, Borland 3; Stevenson 6, Bebb 6; 
O. Brownlee 6, N. Smith 5; Geen 14,
officiating. Members. of the Legion 
$  will be pallbearers. Interment will 
| j  follow in Kelowna cemetery.
* Grant thumbs 
nose at crowd 
after 3-2 loss
forced her to give up all outside in­
terests and lead a quiet life. She 
was a member of the Pythian Sis­
ters Tem'ple, of Kelowna.





7.00—Geo. Cmolik vs; E. Srfiith; 
M. Conklin vs. D. C. Stevenson; G.
Surviving are two sons,, Graham K. Kristjanson vs. F. J. Willis; Art 
and John, and one granddaughter, Geen vs H. Ullrich.
all of Kelowna.
Funeral will* be held in Day’s Fu­
neral Chapel on Tuesday, at 1.30 
p.m., Major Winifred Fitch of the 
Salvation' Army officiating. Burial 
will follow in the Kelowna ceme-, 
tery.
Pallbearers are P. Zahara, R. 
Jones, R. Phipps’, M. Moser, J. Sen- 
ger, and E. Lansdowne. Day’s Fu­
neral Service in charge of arrange­
ments.
The greatest motion picture 
ever made,
“GONE WITH THE WIND” 
4 days Feb. 2, 3, 4, 5th
Geo. Boutwell 
called by death
. George Leslie Boutwell, Tutt St., 
passed away in the Kelowna Gen­
eral Hospital January 10. He was 
73 years old.
Mr. Boutwell was born in Ne­
braska but came to Canada as a 
youth. He homesteaded northeast 
of Edmonton for a few years before , 
moving to Salmon Arm where he 
resided for over 40 years. He oper­
ated the diesel electric plant for 
the city and for a nujmber of years 
farmed in the district around Sal­
mon Arm until his retirement in 
1949. Three years ago he moved' 
to Kelowna.
Besides,his wife he is survived 
by twp daughters, Jean (Mrs. Stan 
Horswill) of Castlegar, and Lesley 
(Mrs. George Pacard) pf Kelowna; 
two sons, Jack and Edgnr, both of 
Kelowna; another son George was 
, killed in action in Italy during, 
World War II; nine grandchildren, 
a sister,, Mrs. William Gnskoll, of 
Vancouver; two brothers, Purl and 
Roy, both of Salmon Arm.
Funeral services w6re conducted 
Jnnunry 13 at 2.00 p.m. from the 
Chapel of Kelowna Funeral Direc­
tors, Rev* D. M. Parley of First 
United Church officiating. Interment * 
followed In Kelowna cemetery. 
Pallbearers were: n son, Jack 
Boutwell; two sons-in-law, T. S. 
Horswill of Castlegar and George 
Pacard, of Kelowna; a brother, Purl 
Boutwell, of Salmon Arm; and D. 
W. Boyd end Alex Cresswell, both 
of Kelowna. Kelowna Funeral Di­





When tho Anglican Church bad­
minton, Club visited the Kelowna 
Badminton Clubhouse Inst Thursday 
night, their 1 objective was other 
than a prayer meeting. Tho A.B.C, 
shuttle™ extended their hosts to 
tho last ounce of perspiration in 
the friendly one hundred nnd eight* 
game tourney. (Each team of two 
players played nine games; there 
were twelve teams).
Tho final score gave the KB.C. 
n two-game lend over their worthy 
, and ncver-»ny-d!e opponents^ The 
evening was rounded off with tho 
mutual expression of a single 
thought; more tournaments—mor# 
often, ■ * 1 ■ ■ 1 .
■.'....".Tuesday "■
7.00 ,p.m. C. Ennis' vs. Jack Min­
ette; J. H. Moir vs. L. R. Stephens; 
F. Kitch vs. R. Morrison; Cam Lip- 
sett vs. A. Pieper.
*. 9.00 p.m.—N. Brownlee vs. Geo. 
Meckling; A. B. Clarke vs. H. 
Greenwood; Nels Clow vs. T. G. 
Crosby; J. K: Campbell vs. A. Har- 
rop."
Wednesday
5.00 p.m.—Art Geen vs. Gerry 
Lipsett; G. K. Kristjanson vs. D. 
Reid; Geo.- Cmolik vs. Roy Jacques; 
M. Conklin vs. A1 Mitchell.
7.00 p.m.—H. Brownlee vs. T. 
Tomiye; F. Bebb vs. G. Phillips; 
O. Brownlee vs. Max Robie; W. G. 
Borland vs. Geo. Reid.
9.00 p.m.—R. McCaunherty vs. F. 
J. Willis; Jack Glen vs. H. Ullrich; 
vie Cowley vs. EL Smith; Ken 
^larding, vs. D. CL Stevenson.
FOR QUICK RESULTS 
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS '
(Special to,The Courier)
VERNON — Vernon Canadians 
gave the Penticton V s  a little of 
their own comeback treatment by 
rallying to tie in the dying min­
utes then turn them back 3-2 in 
overtime here Saturday night in' a 
thriller before the season’s largest 
paid crowd of about 2,900 fans.
Referee Bill Neilson had a rug­
ged game to handle but there were 
untoward incidents until Grant 
Warwick smashed-his stick into 
several pieces after the • final bell, 
then thumbed his nose at the 
crowd; He was given a post game 
misconduct for the display.
' Home-brew Merv Bidoski scored 
the winner at 1.08 of the extra 
period when he drilled one past 
McLelland from close in after, ac­
cepting * a passout engineered neat­
ly by Art Davison.
Vs had taken a 2-1 lead , at 14.12 
of the third and time was fast run­
ning out on the Canadians, when 
coach George Agar pulled Hal 
Gordon for a faceoff in the V’s 
zone at 18.45.
Agar got the draw, dropped it 
to Brian Roche and the winger 
rifled a. hard one to. the upper cor-
FLAN It? Yes! BUILD it? Yes! 
Let’s talk it over at your .con­
venience. ...
V E R N E  A H R EN S
Annual Meeting of Shareholders
a l  B a n k  o f  C a n a d a
1955 to  be "Y e a r o f Decision" fo r 
Canada, Determining Economic 
. W elfare fo r Years to Com e, 
Declares James M uir
Prosperous Future Lies in Improving Competitive Position; Not in 
Hiding Behind Trade Barriers. Scope of Existing Agencies Should 
be Broadened to Provide Long-Term Export Credits.
SAND and GRAVEL 
TOP SOIL and FILL DIRT
b u l l d o z in g
J. W. BEDFORD 
2021 Stirling Place
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
Commercial — Industrial 
• Domestlo
Planning and Building 
No. 10 MEIRLE AVE,
THE BIBLE SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN THE SCHOOLS
For the Lord established a testimony in Jacob, and appointed 
a law in Israel, which lie commanded our fathers, that they 
should make them known to their children. 1 * ■ *
That the generation to come might know them, even the 
children which should be horn; who should arlsa and declare 
them to their children. (Psalms 78: 0, 0).
READ THE ANGLO SAXON WORLD
Inserted by the British Israel Association of Greater 
Vancouver, 1238A Seymour Street, Vancouver, 2, B.C.
The conviction that 1955 will *be 
a “year of decision” in which the 
solution of immediate problems will 
have a tremendous capacity fo t good 
or evil in Canada’s future was ex­
pressed by James Muir; ^Chairman 
apd President, at the Annual;,Meet­
ing of Shareholders of The Royal 
Bank of Canada. Only a rarfe com­
bination of statesmanship and good 
fortune, he. declared, could,, guaran­
tee a proper solution' of' . these 
problems. • ' . .
“In a period of obvious inflation 
or deflation,” said Mr;: Muir; “it is 
comparatively easy to decide on,the 
appropriate direction of monetary 
and fiscal policy, and the major 
problem becomes 'that of Choosing J 
the combination that achieves maxi­
mum effectiveness with .the least 
cost and- dislocation to the' economy. 
The really • difficult decisions must 
be made at a time like the , present 
when it is still unsafe to pronounce 
inflation entirely cured and still 
less so to assume that the para­
mount danger of the moment is the 
galloping deflation of the early 
1930’s. ..
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
The problems posed by the.high 
cost economy become more a«Jute 
with every increase in the coihr 
petitive threat of foreign' industry 
to Canada’s markets at home and 
abroad. Pressure fo r' protective 
measures becomes more insistent as 
the immediate effects of .sharpened 
competition become apparent, I am 
still of the opinion that Canada’s 
future lies on the side of improving 
her competitive position rather than 
isolating herself behind heightened 
barriers to trade. .
“Increased protection I s ‘no, an­
swer. The disadvantage of ■» our 
dollar’s high exchange value Is 
general; it affects all Canadian 
producers. It imposes a (ax on 
exports and a subsidy on Imports. 
Protection helps only thofee Cana­
dian producers who must compete 
in the home market against imports: 
it does nothing for our exporters 
except to subject them to a further 
rise, in domestic costs and hence to 
a further limit on their ability to 
compete in foreign marhets. 
LONG-TERM FINANCING 
‘The, noticenble decline In ex­
ports since 1952 may also be, ottrl 
buted to a number of, interrelated 
causes: price declines, Increased 
competition from low cost produ­
cers abroad, the recovery of. Indus­
trial capacity in war-torn countries, 
nnd the like. AU these tend tb niter 
relative cost and price relationships 
in the world market to Canada’s 
disadvantage. But, in addition to 
the Important matter of relative 
costs, a now factor has been injected 
by European suppliers who arc 
able, with government support, to 
offer long-term flnanenig to their 
customers in the world market.
“In view of the Importance to 
Canada, today and In the future, 
not only of maintaining exports 
but of maintaining Intact her In­
dustrial legacy from wartime ex 
pnnsion. It seems abundantly d e a r  
that definite action should now be 
taken to provide our traders with 
tho credit facilities they lack* These 
facilities might take various forms; 
but, In general, they could b® pro­
vided by a corporation, owned 
partly or wholly by the Govern­
ment, with the power to discount 
export paper of longer term than 
chartered banks can handle, Tho 
essential function of such a cor­
poration couid indeed be provided 
very simply by widening the scope 
and operations of existing govc.rn» 
ment entities now active in assist­
ing trade and industry,
1955: YEAR OF DECISION
“I believe . that 1955 is a 
‘year-of decision’ in which our 
solution- of ^immediate problems
During 1954: we have seen hot 
only a defeat . of inflationary 
forces in the economy but the 
reappearance, at least in a sha­
dowy form, r of the deflation 
bogey of the 1930’s. In January, 
1954, I referred to the fact that 
the inflationary boom had al­
ready become,, for some sectors 
of the economy, a thing .of the 
past.. Since then w.e have seen a 
rise in unemployment and a re­
duction of some, magnitude, in 
certain components of.the Na­
tional Accounts as well as in the ' 
Gross National' Product itself. 
We have seen as well increased 
competition, in home and foreign 
markets from the revived in­
dustry of the United Kingdom, 
Western Europe, and Japan.” 
"Within on overall climate of 
political and economic freedom, 
our policy decisions in govern­
ment and business during 1955 
should t°ke due account of four 
interdependent goals of an eco­
nomic policy directed towards 
the economic welfare of the 
community. The first of these Is 
to ensure that our human re­
sources are not wasted in Invo- 
• Juhtary idleness; that is, we 
should'try to maintain a high 
and stable level of business ac­
tivity and employmemnt. The 
second goal is to ensure that our 
resources, when fully employed, 
are allocated in such a why ns 
to produce tho maximum volume 
of goods and services and to 
bring these goods and services 
to market in the proportions in 
which , consumers wont them. 
The third .goal Is to ensure that 
the. distribution of tho national 
product and Income combines 
equity with the highest possible 
Incentive to increase the total 
amount of product to be shared. 
The fourth nnd final gonl Is to 
ensure that nil our policy de- 
decisions arc consistent with an 
appropriate rate of economic 
progress and growth in tho 
economy op a whole.”
FORESIGHT NEEDED 
“We have the natural resources 
necessary, to make our own efforts 
worth while; nnd bo In the end our 
progress depends upon tho quality 
and quantity of our human, re­
sources. I do not think wo need 
have many, doubts about tho high 
quality of our Inqnan resources. But 
it remains for far-sighted policy In 
business and government to ensure 
not only that this high quality Is 
fully and efficiently used, so ns to 
realize fully bUr capacity to produce 
nnd prosper today, but that wo 
achieve the proper degree , of ex­
pansion In the quantity of these 
resources available for use tomor­
row. We must start toduy to create 
the economic environment that will 
both encourage, and enable us to 





T. H. Atkinson. General Manager, 
in reviewing the bank’s 1954 report, 
stated that total assets of The 
Royal Bank of Canada have now 
passed the three-billion marie. This, 
he pointed out, was a new rfecord in 
the history of Canadian banking, 
and an indication of the bank’s pre­
eminence in' the opinion off . the 
public.
Deposits had also* reached record 
totals, said Mr. Atkinson, pointing 
out that thfey now stand at, $2,797,- 
548,149. “It would , have been rea­
sonable to expect a decline in loans 
to accompany a falling off in the 
gross national product,” he com­
mented. “but this bias not been the 
case, although the pace at which 
loans were expanding has slowed 
down. Our loans have increased to 
a total of $1,188,022,047.’* »
Mr. Atkinson said ;; that for the 
first time, the revised Bank Act 
enables, banks , to advance money 
against new residential construction 
under the National Housing A ct 
“We had advances outstanding in 
this category amounting to' $22,- 
672,390” He said, “Actually’ our 
total commitments are something 
over' $62,000,000"'the difference 
between the two amounts to be 
loaned "hs construction proceeds. 
This represents approximately 40J& 
of the total commitments, of all 
the banks.” •"
ROYAL BANK ABROAD
Mr. Atkinson reported that the 
bank’s foreign branches1 had made 
further progress during tho year, 
with most satisfactory results. ;
“In keeping with our past policy 
of extending our services to new 
areas where development warrants 
banking facilities, we have opened 
one branch outside Canada during 
the past year and in the near future/ 
will open three more in the Carib­
bean area which will bring tho total 
of our foreign branches to 74. These 
74 branches mean 74 Canadian 
representatives abroad whoso ser­
vices are at the disposal of Cana­
dian businessmen to glvc them first­
hand information on conditions In 
their respective localities. At a tima 
when Canadian export trade has 
been declining os n result of in­
creased and intensified competition 
from other exporting countries, 
these 74 Information centres abroad 
can be of Inestimable value to 
Canadian exporters by assisting 
them through up-to-date and first­
hand knowledge of the local 
murkets. ' ,
“Our foreign service Is a source 
of great pride to us and, we feel, 
justifiably so. During the post1 55 
years, wo hovo built up on enviable 
reputation abroad and oro very 
much on Integral part of tho busi­
ness life of tho countries whore we 
operate; in fact, in some cases wo 
ore considered a local bunk rather 
than a foreign one.
OnBAT STAFF TEAM 
“Including maintenance staff, 
technicians, and others with sp<clol 
duties, wc now employ well |n 
excess of 15,000 people. They ore 
welded Into a* groat and resolute 
team which takes second place tq 
none. 1054 was no exception to the 
pattern of the post*w«r period 
which has seen the emergence an­
nually of Increased volume and 
new business procedures to Place 
fresh demands upon the staff, Again 
the challenge has been met with 
skill and devotion. * ,
"We are proud of our stuff, not 
only for what they accomplish on 
public counters and at their destta 
but for the services they perform 
voluntarily outside the bank In. the 
hundreds of communities In which 
we are represented. We have files... population and capital without. . .  . • , , .. ,
which we cannot realize the great! £  haartwarmlngleHersi os eloquent 
potentialities that lie in our wealth tostlmony that- their efforts do not
of natural resources.
“How wc meet our problems |n 
tills year of decision will, as I have 
said, profoundly affect the direction 
and rate of Canada’s growth, If the 
decisions we make are In keeping 
both with the realities of the pres­
ent and with those of that greater
go unappreciated,"
Canadiji which can he seen In out­
line oven now, we may safety leave 
our doubts behind and, by making 
the decisions appropriate to great­










• - tvaiWl fif yriin fryr N|u1|
four to  five pounds of milk prodoe* 
ed. Since pasture yields *t S*biK» 
Arm correspond roughly to  those at 
Summerland, as determined by pas* 
tu re cases, it m ight be assumed 
that Salmon Ann pastures are cap* 
able of producing 8,000 pounds of
PENTICTON—Irrigation is an ob- check plots. However. 1951 was a mSik P«* • « «  when alrailarlytrrl- 
vious necessity for pastures at the particularly dry year. In 1953 irri- fated, and. fertlliaet Having made 
Summerland Experimental Station gated plots outyielded check plots this assumption, the following in- 
where the average annual precipi- by an average of 23 percent Pie- creases in milk yield might be ex- 
tation is 10.86 Inches. However in cipitation in 1952 was closer'to ner- pcctcd from irrigation: ')
the North Okanagan and Shusway mal, although the latter parts of If the growing season is unusu- 
areas the annual precipitation is the summer and fall were unusually ally w et irrigation should increase 
nearly double that figure. Accord- dry. * * production approximately 900
kamt n n p c c n t t n n , ,  A n n r i %  inslJ ‘ an irrigated pasture test was Precipitation for Salmon Arm in Pounds of milk per acre. In an ab-
2 S S “iS U f  E f  X™  1 * » »■“  w .n «to ,»  n o X l S  £  ?orm.lly * y  IrriJ .U *  .M id
h  t Q ^ if tn  lnrf y • mIgh, He expected m lhat order to determine accurately when increase production by 2,700 pounds
” -J-„?.pa" tonJ ast .! uperin* arca irrigation of pastures. irrigation was r ^ u K  of milk per acre. While these
R.C.M .P. chief 
settling down
Back in the early ’30’s, fruit growers throughout the Okanagan 
Valley, were sick and tired of getting a below-production cost return 
for thejr fruit ' .
They decided to do -something about it, and everyone, in the 
'tree fruit area well-remcmbers the familiar slogan “A cent a pound 
or on the ground”. ; ...
Human barriers were set up across railway tracks. Truckers 
were unable to move produce from the valley, and'frfcsh fruit on 
outside markets was virtually unobtainable.
* That was more than 20 years ago. But it heralded the start of 
a one-desk selling agency—an agency which looks after the market­
ing of 3,000-odd fruit growers, who, on the whole, now* get a-fair 
return for their efforts. B.C. Tree Fruits actually came into existence 
in 1939, although a voluntary selling scheme was ip pgisteqcp frefore 
that. * *
Today, B.C. Tree Fruits is recog- out (effort has been made to obtain 
nized throughout the North Ameri- new markets. Or if anything has 
can continent as a model marketing been done to meet the ever-growing 
agency. In fact people connected American competition, 
with the fruit industry in the four A.‘ G. DesBrisay, president of B.C. 
comers^ of*the earth have made a Fruit Processors, or R. P. Walrod, 
point of calling on B.C. Tree Fruits’ general^manager, will probably teU 
general manager, A. K. Loyd, to the delegates that soft fruit tonnage 
learn how the agency operates. will be three times heavier by 1960 
T1IHEE-DAY PARLEY than it is today, and that something
’For three days, starting tomorrow, , .will have to" be done to take care 
these 3,000-odd growers, represented of this surplus. They will probalAr 
by 77 official grower-local delegates, tell them that Fruit Processors to- 
will consider close to 60 resolutions day is handling around 24,090 boxes 
—resolutions designed to improve of, apples daily for processing of 
the operation'of the British Colum- apple juice. * i
bia Fruit Growers' Association. /They will probably tell' them that
department of agriculture rep re -;pie fillings, glace .cherries, etc. 
sentatives; special speakers, press WALROD HEADS RESEARCH 
and radio—and anyone else inter-
tendent R. W. Wonnacott, new
Present annual reports
A. K. LOYD J. B. LANDER
President and sales manager, respectively, of B.C. Tree Fruit?
chief of the RCMP Kamlooos Sub-* ^ have been cdh- • blocks .were used. These blocks lattercalculations are theoretical.
Division RCMP Kamloops Sub- ducted at two locations in the Sal- give an accurate indication of soil they give a firm estimate of expect-
J  - - , j  ■ ' - mo« Wver Valley for three years, moisture content by a variation in <** results from irrigation for the
Superintendent Wonnacott took says J. E. Mitimore. Irrigation wa- resistance to an electric current farms on which the experimental 
over his present duties in the New ter was applied by the sprinkler passed through them. In 1953 only plots were located. Those figures 
Year when Inspector Spanton was method to randomized plots.-Other one irrigation was required and ir- would apply to adjoining farms of 
transferred to Vancouver. plots did not receive water but were rigated plots exceeded checks by similar soil type and'w ater table
The superintendent was in charge treated,similarly; in other words to just 13,percent. levels. '
seijve as chechs. • The higher'yieldtng Experimental " '*..  ' f
about two years before coming to Irrigated plots in 1951 yielded an Station pastures produce over 8,000 ’ TOY COURIER CLA88IFIEDS ‘ 
Kamloops and before that time was average of 49 percent more than the pounds of milk per acre when the FOR QUICK RESULTS
at Ottawa where he was the official ---------------
in charge of criminal identification 
for the whole of the national police 
forces.
He was at Ottawa for 20 years as 
an identification expert and com­
pleted his training there.'
24 YEARS ON THE FORCE
Starting his new job in Kamloops, 
the-superintendent is -also starting 
hs 24th year in the force during 
which time he’has attended major 
criminal trials right across the na­
tion in his capacity as identification 
and fingerprint expert.
He has also visited New. Scotland 
Yard in London, England, and the,
Federal Bureau of Investigation H.
Q. at Washington, D.C., to study 
methods of criminal identification 
at those world centres of criminal 
detection.
Mr. Wonnacott, a married man; 
with one daughter, who is at pres­
ent attending the Kamloops High
csted in the fruit industry. The man responsible for a greatwhitn deal of this experimental work is
R. P. Walrod. He was recently're-expected to be discussed at the con 
vention, parley-chairman Art Gar- 
rish, of Oliver, will have his hands 
full in keeping ̂ proceedings moving
French couple operate 
apple and peach orchards
present
living in a hotel. '
Mr. Wonnacott was born at Hali­
fax, Nova Scotia.
DEER EXPORT
-FORT-- FRANCES, ■ Ont.—A -total 
of 2,036 deer and 100 moose were 
exported through four United 
States points of entry in this area 
by American hunters la s t ' fall,
ards, said they use the same stand- slightly less than the number taken
the
appointed ‘ to the board of -the. B.C.
Research Council for a, further 
three year term, and is considered
in a smooth manner. There will be leading
some growers who will want to f°r «,£> r f lL
know why they did not receive f tS ?  - WENATCHEE-Mr. and Mrs. Gil ..............~ ............. —— ........... .
more money for their apricots; or iriTl troPs me rauer.pan oi -ftpru, bert L. Herman of Domaine de Cas- ard apple box that was pioneered out of Northwestern Ontario
why the peach pool was not higher, ana j°mpa5 ^  w«n production tang Bergerac (Dardogne), France, in this district. . . previous season,
or why the “extra fancy” pool for "l?8 •<wra 'j Per- cea5;Fears on the operate 500 acres of apple and “We ship apples both loose and
other hand were satisfactory, ton- peach orchards. wrapped-and-packed, as you do,”
,  ng approximately equal to -They are making their second she explained. “But we don’t  lid 
■n? j  *VI ». visit since 1945, studying Wenatchee the boxes. Shipping distances are
« ... vvunii ,u wiuw t 5 k district fruit production methods. so short in France that -th6 top
what new experiments B.C, Fruit marxetea about nan or tne d̂wu.uw But research men here are wonder- cover is not necessary.
Processors’ Ltd. are carrying out If „ crop’. ,.a _nc? w in cold stor- ing if local growers couldn’t  gain “Our market for apples is all of
the processing plant ig making any age>_ cppsTsting almost entirely of some ideas from the Herman or-. France. Peaches we sell in Eng-
progress in taking care of «" chafds, which are inland from the land also, and we: are hoping to.be-'
soft fruits. If the Summerland Ex- o i f a m e d  port city of Southwestern gin exports to Western Germany.”
perimental Farm is prepared to sug- I ’rance> Bordeaux. - Mrs. Herman said only Southern
gest a new chemical to combat apple 3®!" The Red King Delicious, a, sport France and Italy are adaptable for
scab—a type of disease which of.Starking which was discovered peach production; in Europe, pro-
^reatly, reduced apple, grades this H by'Barclay Brauns of Wenatchee viding a wide market for their
w ar ' ’ ■ "  '* •>—zon,~when Great.Brithim announced an(» •rohirh-'mnnv-'-eroweifTt-arp- —-'rTh#cr:-'H'iarTnsing - cpII ,+Hpir
BELG0 MOTORS . . .
Welcomes all Delegates to  the B C FG A  Convention
W E E X T E N D  A N  IN V IT A TIO N  T O  A L L  DELEG ATES





on display at convention : 
headquarters.,
s i i * * ‘
. . .  Arrange: a free depiofa*'
stratibn in 1 your' orchaid.' ,'
A . ■ ■;.
C A R D O X  S P R A Y ER
Dealers in the
Phone 6037
Belgo Road, R.R. 3, Kelowna
Turn Right at the Rutland,' Community T*nH
apples did not come up to expecta- 
■ tions. ■■
NEW EXPERIMENTS
They, will also wa t to kno
t  ri
rr i
year. . a d , W ic ; a y-gr eiK‘a re ' just‘̂ cropsrv'r he-" ferma s - sell .their-
R hnce again purchase - a (planting here, is" an establirired peaches in  a flat, the dimensions
the Herman orchards. of the apple . box, deep enough for
They will probably ask J. B. Lan- S  Planting l
der sales manager, of Tree Fruits. S f  w S T i s ^ i U g ^ s | I S z S
or A. K. Loyd, president, if an all- ~S ' *„'T , In fact> the French grower cut one layer of fruit.
A Sincere .
W ELC O M E\
to all
D ELEG A T ES
and
V ISITO R S
attending the 
66th Annual
B .C .F .G .A .
C O N V E N T IO N
\  Kelowna
outlet __ m _____ _
and . which, absorbs considerable ou ,̂ a yjoek of two-year-old Rich- With no experiment stations m 
quantities^of smaller rize^ wmeh are aj.e^ Delicious trees to-plant the France, the.Hermans maintain their 
n° j  Red King and has top-worked many, own peach breeding .-and testing
ana unuea states aemana. of his established trees to the new plots and have lSO mew varieties.
The* annual BCFGA convention is varietyMwAtitAWpl nnwIintMAMl lM 4Ua 4miait4 .*' *a growers’ parliament in the. truest 
sensQ of the!word.
which they\ are studyng at the-pres-
Youth fined after 
breaking glass
Only the .latest peach varieties, ent time, 
many of the types which are just Their apple production, in addi- 
getting started* locally although they tion to the new red sports of Red 
were propagated in this country, Delicious, includes Winesap, Jona- 
afe. grown at the Herman-orchards, than, Golden Delicious and several 
•His-peachesi in order of maturing, types of Stay;man Winesap. 
include • Dixie Red, Cardinal, Red ..Mrs. .Herman sai.d they have .Am- 
Haven, .Dixie Gem, Trio-gem, Sun erican sizers and equipment in their 
Hi, Judy Elberta, Elberta, J. H. Hale packing line, which is patterned af- 
and Rio Oso Gem.. ter those used in this area.
Dr. ,L. P. (Jack) Batjer, U.S. De- Mr. and Mrs. Herman expressed
A twenty-year-old Kelowna
youth, Norman. Fast, has found it ____ ____ ___________ __
pays dividends, to control his tem- partment of Agriculture principal great interest in the polyethylene 
Pcr* /  ’ ' ■ physiologist here commented: bags in which apples and pears are
• Youth , entered a local . public “If all the growers in France packed, which were developed in 
house, and . when told to leave by were as progressive as Mr. Herman, tests here by Dr. Gerhardt. 
the y/aitcr, he slammed the door, we’d be up nights worrying if we They noted samples of fruit whch 
breaking the glass. Appearing be- weVe ever going to be able to ex- had been packed with and without 
fore Magistrate Alex Marshall, hq port fruit to Europe-again.”. the bags last fall, and the much
was findd $15 and. cpsts for unlaw- Mrs. Herman, who is in charge of finer condition of the apples which 
fully, entering a; licenced premises, packing operations at their orch- were in poly-bags,
and ordered to repair the necessary ■ ' ..........  , , •
damage amounting to.$10.95*
It was the first court case involv­
ing licenced premises since public 
houses were opened here last Sep­
tember. The Victoria merry-go-round
BIJRNIE FKKDIIAM 
“A Good Fluce to Fat”
"A- nil iln
By JAMES K. NESBITT
WELCOME
. OFF TO NEW ZEALAND 
NEW GLASGOW, N.S. — Two 
New Glasgow families have sailed
f c r ^ c S J d * t o  w Sk f£ ° J  lum- VICTOR!A-Oncc more, in the session of the Legislature 
ber company. They will .stay there opening here Jan. 25, sessional partying will be cut to a bare nunt- 
«t least three years . muni.
i i o s p i t a i  s o c Ve t y  • . Since Social Credit came to jpower, niorc than two years ago
Aid. Ernie WiqtcT hns Veen np- now> there has been little high life connected with a session, com- 
pointed the city’s representative'on pared, say, to tlic old days; vyell, really not so old—just a few years 
the board of management • of the back,
, Premier Bennett sets the tone in luncheons at Government House for 
tliis; he doesn’t like parties, only wives of cabinet ministers >and 
goes to them when he must, lie MLA.’s, and they’ll return the com 
thinks party chit-chat a waste of pliipent by; 1 inviting Airs. Wallnco 
time, i to a ten party at the Empress. That
After the opening of the House, is tho usual procedure, anywny. 
however, the Premier and members The Prcmer will likely give his 
of his cabinet ahd thd r wives, will customary dinner for his B,C. tol* 
stand In a long receiving line in tho lowers, no Liberals . or CCF’crs
Kelowna Hospital ^Society.
•  • .  •
D ELEG A T ES  and V ISITO R S
attending the
66th A N N U A L  C O N V E N T IO N
of the
British Columbia Fruit Growers' Association
WILLOW INN
H O T EL
231 Mill Arc, t ■ Pboile U 2 l
Empress Hotel and great oyoryonc lnvltcd. Again, there’ll be no liquor 
ihvited to. the sessions start,; I ts  a at this dinner, which doesn’t In tho 
sort of semi-public rcceptlon. wlth lca8t take from the enjoyment of 
tho taxpayers nicking up the tab. such occasion. :
Yq6 don’t really need to be invited; Gone ore the days when cabinet 
jf you feel like dropping In, you d minister and their wives gave cock- 
ben^,ud?nfLuitC weleomc. tail parties, with MLA’s and their
^  There’ll be no Uquor at this party, wives posing for press photographs 
It s a very pleasant affair, and per-. with cocktail glasses in their Hands, 
haps gains becauso of the tea only a performance, which enraged many 
ru,e‘ ‘ a "voter, who got the. idea that MLA’s
STATE DINNERS * and their wives merely came to tho
That evening thcra’ll be the first capital to indulge in one great 
of two state dinners at Government whoop-de-la of a party.
House, followed by a* State Ball to Yes, it is indeed a new era of 
which everyone wants to be Invit- political life and sessional partying 
cd, but. ulas,1 there’s only space In In this capital* 
the ballroom for about 500. and so 
there are many disappointed ones.
, There’ll be a second state dinner 
a week later. There must be two, 
because the dining room at Gov* 
ernment House, big as it is, isn’t 
big enough to take all those on tho 
precedence list at one sitting.
State dinners are stag affairs, ex­
cept for Mrs. Lydia Arsens, MLA, 
and possibly Senator Nancy Hodges, 
unless she’s in Ottawa for the Fed­
eral session. Of *U the .women In 
British Columbia, only two are en*
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR QUICK RESULTS
titled to Invitations to state dinners
:iU
top Rockland Ave 
Mrs. Wallace, the Lieut-Govern-
at G.H., as Victorians cal] the big 
maaldoo a nue h ilt
or’9 gracious lady, will give two
PRINTERS
STATIONERS
•  Let ter heads
•  Burineas form*









B . C .  F r u i t  G r o w e r s  A s s o c i a t i o n
In Convention at Kelowna, January 1 8 ,19 ,2 0 -1 9 5 5
Sixty-six years of growing for British Columbia, and growing W ITH British Col­
umbia, is an achievement of which the B.C. Fruit Growers' Associatioh^may .feel 
justifiably proud. It has required the same care and devotion applied to the 
principles of progress and cooperation as the fruit growers have exercised in the
" , ’ 1 ' *«" , , ' , 1 . , . t  i .■ , r, , *
tending o f their orchards. The fruits o f  both are a credit to the association-ana an 
example to the Province as a whole, as it strives with each succeeding-year to 
increase and improve British Columbia products. ’
G o v e r n m e n t  o f  t h e
Province of British Colombia
1 ■; W; -«!-
THE KELOWNA COUFtfER
Mica Creek damsite on the Colum­
bia River 2,400 feet above sea level. 
Here a 700-foot control dam could 
provide a reservoir for 14,600.000 
acre feet of water. Future power 
development at Mica Creek is a 
foregone conclusion. But the diver­
sion dam would be several miles
TipsonTouring
By Carol Lon* ,
Columbia River wafer may 
Row through valley lakes
w  M below Mica at a site known os
f e n t ic t o n  —• Columbia River vide assurance of ample water for ®.a!a;i ^ ‘ar Kevelstoke
flood water may flow -through the irrigation and navigation even dur- ? anV  nnt “  0,S0 provide i 
Otahdgan Valley lake*. This pos- ing the driest cycle of years, as it is
•ibUity! was started on Its way to estimated that a low water season, , ‘ }, - , . . „
reality with the announcement of sufficient water could be diverted r os lb? fai vvâ . bne Vlroue^  ̂ .. . .. ,
the ^dominion government that it into the Okanagan to provide irri- mountains and would provide Also those drawn window’ , 
hat authorized expenditure of $200.- gation for 1,000,000 acres of farm *'0USb,y th? route for diversion. But shades, the note on the door to the 
000 for initial engineering studies land tho pass itself couldnt carry the ice man, the stuffed mail box—all
Of ftT reath.tak£g proposal which, should the scheme receive en- f‘ow *  ^ tem p ta teL  So dead give-aways,
if waved practical, would divert gineertng appro^a tlie S  waters lhL plan> if il is ever launched, will Before you go on a mol or trip of 
Columbia River water possibly by Jf thc Columbia will te  impounded P™bab»>' «nean a tunnel more than two or three days, there
« 20*nJIO tunnel just above Revel- bv a s to ra^  dam at ill^ rC reek  tl2roVKh tbe T Untains' a dlstance aro certain precautions you should 
Stoke into 4he Eagle River and on Shove RevflstokT and thence f^d °f about. 2? m,1S  to a p0l,nt "ear take t0 Protect y°.ur Pr°Perty’
Heads processors
Women’s Travel Authority
An accumulation of milk bottles 
This anil newspapers on a doorstep is a 
on site certain sign that .the family is away, 
an unmistakable "open house” in- 
At this point the Eagle Pass car- v ita tion 'to  burglars and petty
into-the Thompson, eventually to ^ u e h  the S  under the moun- GHf.fin bakc' J he exact location First, be certain to give your next 
merge with the mighty Fraser. mins mto^ t h r S l e  Rive? a?dT n  "" "namn‘" ,no C," H'   ------ homust wait for the engineering stud-
* * “ • * »  to Ihom ajor proiact «„ , V> Va » k “ ! ^ ^ B “ T 5 f f r1S  UoS
the survey which will be conducted flow would be harnessed by a series 
to determine the feasibility of di- of power dams to provide an esti- „ ' __ „
verting Columbia river -water into mateĤ J 0,000.000.000 kilowatt hours POWER UNLOCKED 
the Qkanagan lakes by means of of power annually. This way would open the way for
channel from Mara 'Lake or the The story from Ottawa says the' a power, development before the
lower Shuswap. Canadian government engineers are waters spill into their new course , . -... voim mners for you
■7 For the Okanagan such a con- thinking in terms of a 22-mile tun- down the Eagle River to Shuswap V  vou’re tt^bo ^ n o  an a w S -  
nectibn with Columbia would, pro- nel through the Rocky Mountains Lake. 01 ’ lf youre to be feonc an ap-prcc ■
V’1 ■: •/ i . ■. . to carry a controlled flow of water South of' Shuswap Lake a xnod-
‘ ’ from the Columbia River, in B.C, crate height of land divides the
into the Fraser Valley for a poten- Eagle and South Thompson chain
door neighbour a key so he can 
give the house an occasional check 
or investigate anything suspicious.
You’’il avoid the give-away stuf­
fed mail box and the possibility of 
lost mail if you notify the post of­
fice with a request to hold mail 
until your return. Your newspaper
Letters to the editor





. Dear Sir:-*! .don't like counter­
feit money and I am getting it all 
the time. Counterfeit to the extent 
of four percent at least.
I am speaking particularly of U. 
S. silver coins, quarters and fifty
You fcrtf i e  bxtyt W  skaU 
»tch with *«h$!ucr&b)* Itdetest.Wa
the,
silver to the Post Office to buy 
stamps? See what happens. You 
won't get anjri I know as I tried it 
once and that’s what t  found.
“FAIR MONEY.” 
(Editor’s note: A check ’With 
local post office officials disclosed 
the P.O. discounts U.S. bills, but 
silver it accepted at par value. In­
ti foStesS of QuothtaUoh jO Kel­
owna. ‘ ..........
CohgtatulatioftJ and good luck.* 
Yours truly,
AUBREY GAMMON. ARIPHlt. 
Chairmah, Poifell River District 
Fluoridation Committee,
intensive • search 
for N .S . minerals
------ . ^ . . .  . , HALIFAX—Almost half of Nova
cents, people seem to know enough EO*ar ®s the purchase of stamps IS Scotia has been probed by modern
not to expect you to accept the 
paper money—most of the time. 
But not the silver. I am expected 
to give full value for it and when 
I take it to the bank, conscientious­
ly accumulated. I am docked four 
to five percent..
No business with any pride
concerned)., f equipment ill the most 'intensive
___  hunt for mineral wealth in the
APPRO\ ED FLUORIDATION province's history.
£ be j^d'Vor. ‘ Mini* minister Malcolm Patter-
Tbe. KekJ\vna c °urier. son say3 • t h e . province’s jlLOOO
' ® ?, entends * its square 'miles, 15,000 are uhder .clos-
oongratulations to the people of ure and licences to various cottipah- 
Kelowna on the succe?rfu) rcsults | cs. About 10,000 square miles haw
able time, the circUlatiqn departlQtl
i to
■SIN CE 1 9 1 2
H ER E
T O D A Y
and
H E R E .








"Insurance is Our Business* 
■PHONE 2217 288 BERNARD
ment will forward them  you,
It’s a good idea to switch off the 
master electric switch, double-
• A. G- DesBrisay. president of 
B.C. Fruit Processors Ltd., who 
will give an outline of the comp­
any’s accomplishments at the an-
aljrcady been probed.
“Practically no mineral possibili­
ties, except gold, from, the northern 
tip to the southern end of the prov­
ince are being neglected." tho min­
ister said.* : ; , ,
Mineral production during »tho
tial- which might run as high as from the waters,of the Okanagan , . nil windows if Dossible notify nesday afternoon. 10,000,000,000 kilowatt hours a year. Valley. -The studies will include lock aU windows, if possioie. nouiy nesaay auern on.
For-the moment it is moreicm Ik i  vik- a the possibility of channelling a 
dream than a project but its pos- part of the flow across the divide at o£ course, you should
• the gas and electric companies and 
“services” you use. In
should pass it out again. -U.S. sliver of the flupridatipn referendum. , 
is just short change. We liave given cohsiderdble studj’
'■■Why. is there so much ,o f it to this Subject and have given 
around? Do -stores oblige a tourist fluoridation-; our ' unqualified -efi- 
and then renege and pass it out to donation ns being a, safe ahd ef- 
luckless victims instead of con- fective method of reducing tooth
scientiously following through and ‘decay in children. >■ .',**■ __
taking it to a bank? , A great deal of false lnformation y e a rw js \a iu e ir a r ^  ̂ ‘n^i t>w
Cashiers should be told to sort was circulated-in Westview, which in g ' Nova' Scot la fifth among the 
it out and not pass it on, Fven at a frightened the residents into dc- provinces.  ̂ C6al is  the major in-*
________________ _______ discount. Similarly with jndlvidu- feating our referendum. -The com- .dustry,.' employing. 12000 persons
nual meeting of the BCFGA Wed- als getting any. let it “die;' with mittee is continuing ils work and and accounting for ahput 77 percent
them, that is take it to a bank and another referendum will po doubt of thb province's mineral wealth; 
exchange i t  for good money. be placed before the people when Annual production te'about 5.500 - 
Have you ever tried taking U.S. the time Is'oppbrtune,! ’ 0d0 ‘:tdnk ' . ; A;,' ^  *
nace or oil burner operating to
sibilities in Canadian development the low water season into the Ok- arranKements,w ith a nfeigh
are such that the federal govern- anagan providing enough water to b o f  “ S i v T  to keen the f o ­
ment is ready to stake some $200,- irrigate 1,000,000 acres of farm land .
000 on a year’s engineering study, in Canada and the U.S. erevent frozen DiDes
At the end of that time it may be Balance of the flow controlled p And to insure maximum comfort 
dropped as not economically feas- far above at the Mica dam would oh ’r  return arrange before- 
ible or it may be translated at fur- be carried down the South Thomp- . . ^  h everything* resumed
^ n ^ 1̂ " ei"“ rme Pl“ ' “ f  S t" '..5 o ^ ^ T o u T a  
«v“ e,r s ? i esn do“ 1r ? L . s  ^ ^  ab0™ d
by the department of northern af- Ragle and South, Thompson Rivers The pessimist who says Kelowna 
fairs and national resources is to reinforced by the Columbia, would i$ strictly for the birds may not
ensure that the flood waters of the Provide a steady year-round flow be too far wrong. Mrs. E. Hanet 
Columbia now wasting and damag- capable of power development phoned the Courier Friday noon to 
ing are used to the greatest ad van- wherever sites are available. In report a flock, of robins, about a
tage and that Canadian rights to Rood season, of course, the waters dozen, in Mr. F. Hanet’s orchard in
their use are fully protected. of the Columbia would be shut'off. Rutland.
The alternative is a project al­
ready in discussion stage with Am­
erican power interests which would 
provide active storage of 10,000,000 
acre feet to firm up power develop-, 
ment and potential power develop­
ment-on the Columbia in- Canada
a w n  Specially Written for The Courier plane-flew over the ship.
• nriHitirinnl By HARRY ECCLES «At 9.30 a.m. the Queen of- Ber-
2,000,000,000 kilowatt hours annual- Canadian Press Staff Writer muda hove m sight,’ said the.skip- 
ly for American power plants now Ten Newfoundland seamen saved
operating below the border. But from their foundering schooner in anc* , . , , „
until the Fraser River diversion a rough Atlantic bestowed highest hour after being abandoned. .
scheme has been studied there will praise on their rescuers after being SEAMANSHIP EPIC <.
be no deal with the American in- taken to.Hamilton, Bermuda, by the When the rescue ship arrived 
terests. rescue ship—the luxury liner Queen near the sinking schooner Capt.
Canada’s right to divert the flow of * Bermuda; Leslie Banyard skilfully manoue-
of this great international stream The entire complement of the vered the Queen of Bermuda while 
is recognized in the Boundary Wa- 285-ton Newfoundland schooner Staff Capt. M. E. Musson -of London, 
ters Treaty of 1909. . - Student Princfe II said they had England, and eight of the liner’s
T. M. Patterson, acting director given up hope of being saved be- crew rowed a lifeboat to the Stu-
of the engineering and water re- fore the liner reached the scene and dent Prince and took off the hap-
sources branch of the department put over a lifeboat. less men. ,
has the, faculty of top-ranking- en- Capt. H. Thomasen of the Student The, Queen’s lifeboat crew told of 
gineerffor seeing both the vision Prince said they left Jamaica Dec. the struggle they had through the 
and the reality, in proper perspec--28 for Grand Banks with 310 tons angry seas before making contact
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“The enter crew was rescued 
•the Student Prince sank an
P>!
R. P. Walrod, general manager, 
B.C. Fruit Processors Ltd., who will 
give an ouiline of the research and 
development of new products per­
fected by the processing firm, when 
he submits his annual report at the 
BCFGA convention Wednesday af­
ternoon.
MINERAL SOURCE
HALIFAX—One of the ; largest 
single deposits of barites in the 
world produces about 250,000 fons 
a year, giving Nova Scotia more 
percent of the entire Ca-
1
_____ __________ _ __ o _____ __ ___ _ ,  ̂ than 90
liminary studies are made-the talk due to heavy seas and decided to Muson said, “all eight of the life- nadian output.
'oTtiinhela qftd tail races and power try to reach Bermuda. ■ ' '  Y boat\oars-w£re snapping like lances - • , \ -
pt^entfels are in 'the realm of hy- On the night of Jan. 5 it was ne-*: at YtKe Battle of, Agincourt” while French plan iS said to contain, tnree.
pothesis. cesary to send an SOS and a few trying to keep the lifeboat from mam proposals;
The key to both projects is the hours later the first U.S. coat guard smashing against, the » Student 1. Establishment of the proposed
------------- -—-------- ------ —-------------—;-------------------------- :-------------- Prince. His crew agreed that Mus- pool would be progressive, .rather ■
on “did a'wonderful piece of sea- than immediate. _ •
martship.” 2. The pool eventually would be
Capt. ■ Banyard heaped praise on managed by an international board 
the. U.S.’coast guard for directing acting if necessary by a/two-thirds 
the liner to the stricken vessel and majority, rather tharn unanimity, 
supervising rescue operations from 3 ^  international panel would 
planes flying above the scene bave rclatively wide powers to 
The commanding officer of 4he Standardize West European anna- 
coastguard, Crndr. James M. Schra- ment under a co-ordinated purchas- 
der, returned the compliment. He . . .  am
said: "That Capt. Banyard certainly * g„p J L  ' opFRA- 
knows his business. The way he HISTORY A1 OPERA 
handled that, liner in those seas was 
a masterpiece of seamanship.”
ANTARCTIC MINERALS?
Scheduled Okanagan Freight service from 
Penticton to Vernon to Vancouver
Overnight Service from Okanagan Points to 
your Vancouver mar ke t . . .
Year 'round highway transportation service 
in Insulated Trailers -r iced in Summer and 
heated in W inter.
M A Y  Y O U R  D ELIBERATIONS P R O V E SUCCESSFUL■ * 1 1
during this, your 6 6 th Annual Convention!
Kelowna
(351 Water St.
Phone 3 10 5
Y J U IJ F V
m F / m r r
Penticton
Winnipeg Sf,
Phone 4 1 1 9
T
Contralto Marian Anderson, amid 
applause and cheers—and a few 
eipotional tears—last week became 
. . . the first negro to sing with the
Australian explorers operating on Metropolitan Opera in its 70-year 
the Antarctic icecap have discover- history. The warm welcome given 
ed an impressive range of jnoun- the singer in a historic performance 
tains which offer prospects of min- at New York wns only a prelude
oral wealth.; Richard Casey, Aus- £o an artistic success by the famed 
tralian minister of external affairs, concert performer. Critics were un­
announced the party had radioed animous in' praise of her rich and 
that the range reached a height of moving voice, heard In the second 
10,000 feet above sea level and ex- scene 0f Act I of Verdi’S “Masked 
tended more than 100 miles. , Ball”
■ as th0. curtain roso to disclose 
SfoO-toot i'cMap^otfering no un- K  ^ o m c n a S ,0.  ““o v E ^ M  
I t e S u m S  mon and womcn-tdhlto os
c S n tld ^ u f f r J c k l lc s  under fhou- S r  '
sands of feet of ice. The discover- ayes m ine cmouon OI ine
ers were Robert Dovers, who heads-
Australia’s outpost at Mawson in W. G. Rogers, Associated Press 
tho Antarctic, and two associates, nrks «ditor, reported. , The  ̂ only 
Robert Summers and'Bruce Stinear. color that counted yfau tho color of 
o v jf ta  u r  u m n m n M i her voice, which has been one of
nnto (n t?iir tbo 1,lcbcst nnd most moving In her Britain in an officla Riis- fiCnorntion . . .  She evaded none of
sia has accused Vletmlnh Com, «h(j vocol , responslbliities of her
munlsts of. Tho second scene of tho act 
of the Indochina nrmistlco com- fg cUmaxed by tho aria "E 1 Liu,” 
mission.” A Foreign Office state- . „ b Tjiriea 
ment at London said the note dq- sung by UJrlca> 
d a re s  the three-nation armistice 
commission’s authority lias been 
abused by the dispatch of Vl,etminh 
complnints of alleged armistice vio­
lations to the prltlsh government,
Under terms of the Genova arm­
istice agreement, tho Communist 
Vlotmlnh control about hnlf of Viet 
Nam, largest of tho three Indochina 
states. On Dec. 30 Russia, on be­
half of the Vtetminh, asked Britain, 
ns ca-ebnirmnn of t|io nine-nation 
Idochinh conference at Geneva Inst 
year, to circulate two documents 
to the other conference nations, - 
Both documents alleged western 
violations of the terms.
British officials denied the' Vlet- 
minli charges last year. The Brit­
ish note says tho former belliger­
ents ,in Indochina could oply ap­
proach the member governments of 
the Geneva Conference , lf either 
party refuses to accept recommenda­
tions of the international commis­
sion.
PROPOSE ARMS POOL
The six nntlons to be linked with 
Franco in tho new West European 
Union ore studying a new French 
plan tb po)l their arms nnd troops 
in a combined defeiuio, against the 
threat of Communist nggresslon. ,
Tiie plan was set forth in a mem­
orandum from French Premier 
Mendes-France to the other pros­
pective WF.U members—West tier- 
mnny. Britain, Italy. Belgium, Neth­
erlands i,id Luxembourg.
The aims pool plan will, be de­
bated when delegates of the seven ; 
governments, msomble at Paris Jnn.
17 under the recent Paris accords 
on West German rearmament. The
B.C.I




Wc hope you enjoy your stay, 
in Kclownn.
Return again . 
hospitality in 
seasons.
. . enjoy opr 
tfic different
♦‘A Home Away from Home”
483 LAWRENCE 
PHONE 2766
$  S m e e t e  W e l c o m e
is extended to
DELEGATES and VISITORS
.. • , ; /■:, ;• :■■•.':■ . 1
attending the
66th B . G . G A  .CONVENTION
K ELO W N A  B O A R D  O F  T R A D E
. and ■
R ET A IL M ER C H A N T S ' B U R EA U
C R O W N  Z E L L E R B A C H  C A N A D A  L T D .
V A N C O U V E R , B .C .
DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE
W . T . L. R O A D H O U S E, 421 Haynes Avenue, Kelowna, B.C.
Phone 2166
MANUFACTURERS OF PAPER* FRUIT WRAPS, BOX LINERS, 
WRAPPING PAPERS, GUMMED TAPE, PRINTED WAX PAPERS 






TOILET TISSUE, LUNCH BAGS 
NAPKINS AND GARBAGE BAGS
W e l c o m e  % e U ( j e l e i
T O  T H E 66th A N N U A L
B .  G .  F .  G .  A #
mm
V A N C O U V E R , B.C.
• DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE
Di C. V IV IA N , 421 Haynes A v e ., Kelowna, B.C.
Phone 216 6
- . ■ . i . i *
' ' ....................
MANUFACTURERS OF CORRUGATED AND SOLID FIBRE SHIPPING 
CONTAINERS FOR THE FRUIT AND VEGETABLE INDUSTRY.
\
* \
r m  x t u m t A x a v l t M
Convention opens Tuesdty
Resolutions dealing with all phases 
of fruit industry will be debated here
t k  cw ering.alt phases of the fruit industry, will be to instruct the pear committee .S ^ r d T f ! ^ s o f tCi S ? m ^ S K
debated by the 77 official delegates during the three-day BCFClA investigate the possibility of hav- The same local also asks that 
convention which opens here Tuesday morning. Althouch the 77 «!!? canncry Barttetts graded as steps be taken to set up a suitable
?»«*& •« «* «• win U w .s atus.tr* ass/aa is& J ~
M tii'ft& ife
local clalyhs. " ‘ - NO t t lC R  farm at nearby Port Credit can
Dealing again with tele* sotting, . TPRONTO-’-Need a turkey with supply I t  There's no trick; she 
tits Winfield-Okanagan Centre lo-» more thin two drumsticks? Kitty takes -extra drumsticks from other 
cals suggest an allotment of $10,000 Bond of the Wagon Wheels turkey turkeys used*for turkey pies.
be made available to th e  <B-C. jre- m(n.i.n - - ................................................  '_________
search council ;fot the. purpose o | 
the ultimate production of -equip­
ment suitable -tor installation ®f 
the existing swung tables lo r  "col­
or sorting."
Kaieden-Okanagn . Tails local te r  
quests that an irivoaiigatioh be
MONCTON, N.B. — The ROMP Pinscher received its police trai(V> 
tracking dog Prince ,11 caught ing at Sydney. N.S. \  .■ 
pneumonia and dkd just eight • ' -
yaHrs-after its birth. The Doberman m  COURIER (U U S ffllW l
u , . . .  aiL l,,c ugenoa, ana iney nave been ®FSPARril
submitted by locals throughout the tree fruit area from Kamloops 
to the border and east to theKootenays. The RGFn
locals 
.. . i deef-
.... . . Ing with Ahe licencing of roadside
*1. » T ■ executive points out stands, which „i$ bound Ho cause a 
ti.i » , *■ th^t it ii&s been the prnctcie for the greot deni of discussion
t ^ i reS?iUu 01JS !* surance Company forming a cpm- Past ten years to make an annual 8 Th„ rpsoi.,11 ' ' A1,»
whlc£ <ieal! par‘y to make « feasible to provide grant to the Summerland- Ex peri- J J 5 ?  t h T n r  £ L £ WL ;
with coyotes and the control of fire and automobile insurance- and mental Station for the purpose "of c:.bar *^as ^
Tbe Preamble states that other types of insurance, such as short term research in matters of tw o  
coyotw are beneficial to orchards orchard casualty, on a co-operative direct ahd immediate interest to * V?e??L.^n*pWt8
in the control of mice, and asks the basis for members of the industry, growers. While all the grant has n u itt ,-/oll°,wi nS ^«>m-
proVinclal game department to  dis- Executive pointed out that ’ after hbt been used this year, and it is a^?“t Huallty -of ^ u lt •
in numerous conferences with the hall desirable to *•«•« » - ...... - —  ^  on w  stands *u-th a t the
p . , basis for members of the industry, gro ers,
vi i Executive pointed out that ft r not been used this year.
continue poisoning the  animals have a reserve built „„ , .
any area of the fruit growing dU -- insurance company directors, the Up to underwrite further oxperi- s , .V1 this manner does not 
trtets which so requests protection latter are of the opinion that such ments, the executive recommends ^ J n packinghouse licence
a -period of two an operation is feasible. ’ that a further grant of $3,000 fces by which the B.C. fruit board
Dealing with projp insurance, the made to Increase the reserve.
"  'executive' has submitted
AYLMER
Congratulates the B . C. F. G,
on the occasion of their
66th Annual Convention
C A N A D IA N  C AN N ER S  (W ESTERN) LIM ITED  IS PR O U D  O F ITS AS S O C IATIO N
W ITH TH E FR U IT IN D U STR Y IN  TH E V A LL E Y
for coyotes for 
years.
The once-prized ' ' lt/C4lU4llbeaver also BCFGA r
an operation is feasible. that a further want of sa.onn be . , . ,-expenses, including the cost of in-
_  . . . . . . . . .  spection, are made, and that it is
Oyama local, dealing with rodent essential that all mowers and all 
. , . fk8gCStS a, ^raat be classes of fruit bear their fair share
sea. I t i s  charged that heavers do H a M h c  toS bm t^o^prliv 'ld ing  ted“  " * * *  C°° tr°1 C0“W BC: ,r“lt hoard be roduested to to-
a ? ,S S r ^ s ^ ^ ,~ &  K 8 3  su
s s s t y w  t r . s s s  ~  e ^ « «
setting till dealing with research, troduce a licence fee or assessment Oy- for all. growers and packinghouses*ting down fruit trees and raisins'»»  muuwhoo n„n. __ . - •, -------------- 0 * .v w .,..., wj ^ u» iHuiuii^uuium
the water table, and asks the pro- nS ,^v^nt^ca^ainSt*fir°St °nd 0ther 8,08 growers also want the execu- operating roadside stands or offer- 
vincial authorities to have the ani- P " azards< "
mals removed or otherwise brought 
under control.
Dealing t_ i»“w i  iu ewa storage, out. Kept em ; memo
uance! Glehmore t r f t S  th S  loose, in common storage at temper- handling. •_
thedom-
tlve to examine packing methods ing fruit for direct sale to the tra- 
Naramata local is critical over and equipment 'Vithin the indus- veiling public. •
\bat a,r?  ” ot fmmediateiy try with a view of improving pres- Another resolution dealing with
placed n cold , b . k  ent ; ethods of fruit packing and the same subject asks that the
suance, Glenmore local 'asks that Im re inMneinff>?Vrnma|n  V  t #K̂Pjirr ^8nn1*r'8’ \  i fruit board restrict the issuance of
steps be taken to persuade t e - J ?  de" waots the conven-. licences for direct sale of fruit to
inion government to include - full k« pe.tition thf  experimental t jie travelling public by roadside
time fwm .workers in the natipnal pnlrt kv to plape greater emphasis on stands or otherwise . to bonafide
unemployment insurance scheme ^v??^ ̂ ° V' ahd/that the propagation and planting, of registered growers and packing-
va n a v  w a n w ro T  any lats of apples in common stor- dwarf stocks in order to find out houses with one licence onlv for
FllOST WARNING age after this date shall have their whether any of the present mar- each indTviduaT^^or  ̂ m c k S o v ^
Osoyoos local complains that the take-over date set back two weeks, ketable varieties of apples are in- such licence to h e  v a lid  o n lv  with-
Qsoyoos-Olivcr area has -difficulty Dealing with the apple gift pack, compatible .With certain root stocks, in the locality where the grower
in hearing frost warning service the Osoyoos local poipts out that Md to find the stocks best suited * p a c k in g K e  is se a te d
bulletins over CKOK and other yal- this has proven to be a move profit- the widely differing soil condi- <j^ere | re f®ve complimentary
m L e^n°effortdtnahnS th+w BP FGi^ abl.e Pai-k than the standard pack?, ^hns. resolutions on the agendd,' dealing
1 •1 have thls br0?d" and a9ks Tre6 bruits to arrange a TIN POINT SCAB CONTROL with Chautauqua meetings, press
CBC booster* sirail^  pack from the 1955 crop. Tteferring to the prevalence of and radio; federal and provincial
Osovoos Sta"  1 ° l e South and East Kelowna asks that pta point scab, Creston asks that departments of agriculture, frost
The sa m e  Ino-rt neV0 t h - t  rh a f o r  th e  sa k e  of economy, crabapples the department of agriculture con- and wind warning service and fed- 
dsns m a t. xne packedin'-paper boxes »r<.in'4^i-:” <ttict"'«xperiments • .with a view of eral-proyincial farm labor service.
viouZ spedfic^import dutv ^ f  Pl% l°r .cartons; The same local .requests. ^Kminatirig loss in quality fruit, 
cents a pound on apricots restored “  ard^i,*®,®va^ m^ ™ “ !55 - Creston local also wants furtherthat the railways spot fruitiij the forthcoming 1955 internation- to the S e  
al trade agreements, engine.
Winfield-Okanagan Centre is ask- .CONTAINER?
car? Research work on the little cherry 
disease, which has been prevalent 
in the Kootenays for a number of
ing for a royal commission to~In- Winfield-Okanagan Centre reso- S*ars.' Federal and provincial gov- 
vestigate the fruit industry lution refers to the fact that types ernments should be asked to see
charges that in past years farm in- of Pack&8es are increasing to ,a ,de- that adequate funds are made avail-
come has not kept pace with' urban gre^ which is working a hardship able for thls work, the Creston
income, coupled with an increase in on packinghouse facilities, and :asks
the price of insecticides, farm ma- Tree Fruits to consider, narrowing
chinery and labor. It favors a com- down tbe number nnd .types-pf .con-
mission investigating the industry fa1061*  used in the -industjy; 
with, a view of effecting economies Dealing with pin point scab, Qy- 
Wbere possible and get more equit- ama asks th a t . all apples showing
able share ;of the consumer dollar pin point scab be graded Ceie’ grade
back to jthe grower. according to percentage allowed
AMALGAMATE and credited to the grower as such,
PACKINGHOUSES but that they be diverted tp prd?
'-.Winfield-Okanagan Centre wants ®essars,  inatead of the tresh fruit
the BCFGA executive to investigate - arKer.
the possibility of the amalgamation Penticton points ', out that under 
of all packinghouses. The preamble the present marketing scheme, there 
to the resolution says that consider- is a tendency to deliver peached too 
able tonnage is leaving the district firaen to the consumer, causing dis- 
in -which it is grown for packing satisfaction . and a  decrease in conr 
and-cold storage, thereby affecting sumption. It asks th a t' semi-ripe 
the economy of that district by loss Peaches be shipped -to ..closer mat- 
of payrolls and increased hauling fcets, without being wrapped or go- 
charges; that the pack is in some *££ °ver the present packihghouse 
cases being run to the absolute min- gradersi 
imum in trade in order to satisfy PACKING.
and hold growers resulting in a Keremeos-Cawston lqcal asks that 
poor grade packing, lacking in ,uni- nn effort be made to reduce the 
i lbere l® Q -wide Cost of packing apples where .such
diversion in the prices paid to are destined for emptying into bins 
growers by various packinghouses Xself-sqrve groedry stores) . and
where the factor of eye appeal in 
the container does not have to he 
considered.
ART COLLECTION
VANCOUVER Slavic groups 
here are exhibiting a rich collec-' 
tion of arts and handicrafts. In­
cluded . are embroidery, wood-carv­
ing, inlay work, national costumes, 
hand-painted pottery and bone and 
ivory carving.
W e pack the following O K A N A G A N  FRUITS under the 
well-known A Y LM ER  Label 
Apricots - Cherries • Fruit Salad - Peaches • Pears 
Plums • Glace and Maraschino Cherries
Aylmer Factories located at Penticton, Kelowna, Oliver Ashcroft, Mission and Vancouver
CANADIAN CANNERS (WESTERN) LTD.
AYJMER PRODUCTS 86 S.E. Marine Drive, Vancouver, R.C.
thus creating suspicion and discon­
ten t
The same local asks that color 
requirements of apples be clarified 
for the benefit of sorters, grader- ■v; - 
foremen, inspectors arid growers. ”  
Penticton local also asks that color 
charts become a part of standard 
operation throughout *the industry.
Okanagan Misslo)n-Kelowna lo­
cals point out that root galls are a 
serious menace to fruit trees, and
Peachland local a s k \  jha t the 
three Vee varieties of peaches be 
placed , in one separate pool, Oliver 
local, dealing With pooling .of cher­
ries, requests that No. ,3 pack be 
required to have 75 percent No. 1 
size. Glenmorc-Westbank locals
that trees can be protected for two asks Biat all details of -the poolng 
...............  ■ structure be made available toyears by dipping the roots in n pre­
ventative solution. Resolution asks 
thaf-ijuraerymon be requested to 
treat nursery stock for this disease. 
TARIFF ON FRUIT COCKTAIL
The BfcFGA executive will sub­
mit a resolution calling for federal 
authorities to arrange for nn am­
endment to tariff regulations so 
that -mixed fruit im-cans shall be 
subject to the same tariff rate as the 
highest rated ingredient in the mix­
ture.
The BCFGA executive is also in 
favor of the BCFG Mutual Hail In-
\)
N O T IC E T O  
O K A N A G A N  
G R O W ER S
DoiiT pick up the brush jit 
your Orchard after pruning. 
CIcnr mvay <jn!y the wood 
down to 1M diameter.
It costs you money to grow your 
trees, and you take away approx- 
150 lbs. of this growth and burn 
it. Doing this costs you money in 
labour, plus the loss in fertilizer. 
Let it lay, and we will demon- 
tit rate, upon request, one pf the 
few true Orchard Tools which 
will tweak up pruning^, cultivate, 
replace « mower and disc, and 
do all this In the time it takes 
you to do ope operation the old 
way. Its name is
C U LT i-C U T T ER






d'or Soring dvimmsbmUtm, or 
Vo me In and see one now. Rear 
p% I .run Ave. Phone ?>m.
\ , , ■ ■ - , 48dc
growers. Naramata locdl roquets 
that any change in the, soft' frul( 
pooling picture,, in which varieties 
,of fruit are removed from the ppol 
and left to bo sold at owner’s risk* 
be completed and publicized before 
March 1.
Osoyoos and Naramata locals ask 
that iur,thor steps b,c taken by thp 
apple section ,of -the pooling com­
mittee to bring returns' of .all 
apples in,closer relationship with 
market values.
Creston growers want the two- 
weekly pooling of cherries discon­
tinued and lie succeeded by a first 
ton days early pool with balance of 
season a single pool., Wcstbqnk 
Wants the prune crop placed oh a 
season pool basis.
GRADING
Pointing out that the cash returns 
to the prune grower are .disastrous 
and that the prime has hot justi­
fied Its existence either from a pro­
motional or monetary view, Oyama 
local requests the cherry, prune and 
plum committee to give every con­
sideration to abolishing the grade 
"select" and to establish one grade 
of prune only/
Oliver wants No. 2 grade of cher­
ry eliminated, and the same local 
asks that officials investigate the 
proper handling of Golden Delicious 
from tire standpoint of picking, 
packing, storing ami selling, with 
special emphasis on'color specifica­
tions;; '
Dealing with hail defect? in fancy 
grades, Osoyoos wants the govern­
ment inspection branch to allow It} 
fancy grade; two well-healed 1/fl­
inch hail loathe marks included in 
the present Interpretation of grade 
allowance, and two wo!t-healcd 1/ft. 
Inch i tfiset marks also in interpreta­
tion of grade nilnwancc.
Pitt.'NR Hiy.ES
Summerland points out that there 
is a decreasing consumption «f 
conned prunes since ltHti and that 
smaller l»  permitted, ihtm 
debiting choice and fancy grade 
markings from fruit cutis. ,
Katedcn-Okunagjin Falls wants 
the HCFG-A U> consider the advisa­
bility e-f increasing the color re­
quirements for Rod Romes to the 
same standard required for Deli­
cious and Winesapa.
Westbank local asks the conven-








êam WoMi Gan &>una Suceeii
The Fruit Industry is dependent primarily upon three 
factors—the groyvers, the packing houses and labor. 
Working as a team these three factors have established a 
flourishing industry 4n the heart qf British Columbia, and 
only through their continued co-operation and team work, 
can the industry continue to  flourish.
Labor finds strength and one voice through the ' 
union locals and its Valley Council.
Approximately thirty-seven hundred individual 
growers are welded together through the British Columbia 
Fruit Growers’ Association, enabling the fruit growers 
of British Columbia to jointly solve their problems and 
to speak as one powerful voice, .
The packing houses, too, through the medium of the 
Okanagan Federated* Shippers, have an opportunity to 
discuss their mutual problems ahd to find a common solu­
tion for difficulties encountered. The Federation is Valley 
wide and, in its private enterprise establishments and co­
operatively controlled houses work together harmoniously 
for the good of the industry itself.
In the Central Okanagan the co-operative spirit is 
particularly noticeable among the shippers, who, working 
as a team, exchange ideas, experiences and suggestions 
that, as a unit, the fruit industry may be served more 
efficiently and the welfare of the growers, labor and the 
area as a whole may be furthered. ,
Growers, labor aijd packing houses co-operate among 
themselves and when this co-operation is extended to 
each other most of the problems which Tin ay present them­
selves can be solved. In this spirit the fruit industry may 
look forward with confidence to the future.
It is this spirit that the following packing houses of 
the Central Okanagan extend cordial greetings to the 
delegates of the 66th Annual Convention of the British 
Columbia Fruit Growers’ Association in Kelowna this 
week. May their debates be conducted in a reasonable 
spirit; may the spirit of teamwork prevail; may the 
decisions bo wise ones, aimed at furthering the advance­
ment of the industry.
WELCOME B.C.F.GA DELEGATES
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No tax boost if no cost 
increase, says council
KAMLOOPS—In a press state- Therefore, if there is no increase . 
ment prepared by Mayor J. E* Fits- in, the amount of money required in 
water and Alderman T, J. O’Nfelll, 1955 in excess of the 1954 amount, 
chVirnnn 0f the publicity commit- no increase in taxes is indicated- 
tee, the Kamloops City Council We believe the citizens may rest 
(tresses the fact that taxpayers can assured that the City.Council will 
rest assured that there will be no avoid if at all possible any further 
Increase of taxation if at all pcs- increase in property taxes as they 
slide, regardless of the new Assess- feel that they are high enough at
ment Equal_iziation A ct the present time.
The release Is as follows: The main increases during the
As the result of approaches to past few years have been the result 
members of the Kamloops City of hlgher educational costs-for in- 
Coundl,. it Is evident that many stance, about $50,000 more last year 
citizens are alarmed by increases —but the Premier has indicated sev- 
show n on their assessment notices eral times recently that property 
for 1955 amounting to approximate- taxes for education - purposes will 
ly 25 percent on improvements and not increase th s year as the result 
feel that this indicates a similar of a new educational formula which 
increase in property taxes. will be presented to the B.C. Legis-
lature in plenty of time so that mu- 
EQUALIZE TAX BASE nlcipal budgets will be able to take
In the first place the Council advantage of i t  
would like to make It clear ^that Just what this formula is appears 
these increases are the result of the ^  onjy government knowledge 
Provincial Government s Assess- present. Although the govern- 
ment Equalization Act which is an ment promised, to tohsult with the 
attempt to equalize the tax base municipalities before bringing down 
throughout the entire province, in- new legislation they have not 
eluding the unorganized areas. It done go to date. A committee was 
should also be pointed out that an get up by the municipal executive 
Increase in assessment does not ne- by government request but has not 
cessarily result in increased prop- called on up to the present 
erty taxes. ^  time.
The Kamloops City budget is until the government’s decision " 
made up from estimates .whteh are on assistance to property owners is 
received from various city depart- known we cannot definitely say 
ment^ plus the City s share of what help we shall get but our tax- 
school costf. All these estimates payers can rest assured that the 
are closely scrutinized by the Kam- city Council will avoid increases 
loops City Council and Finance y  at  all possible.
Committee before the actual p
amount required is definitely estab­
lished, after which the mill rate is ' HEALTH UNIT
struck showing the amounts requir- Aid. Ernie Winter will represent 
ed for general purposes, retirement the City of Kelowna'on the South 
of debentures, and, schools. Okanagan Health Unit.
Popular type of orchard ladder N e w  tomato variety 
available shortly
OTTAWA—A new. early tomato 
variety has been released for 1955' 
by the Experimental Station, -Har­
row. Ont.. and is called “Harrow". 
This variety has been- under ' test 
for the past four years under 
number 6-1205.1-7. Growers In the 
Leamington, Niagara and other 
districts in Canada and -in Mas­
sachusetts have found that the 
variety has given them large early 
yields of good quality tomatoes, 
states L. F. Ounsworlh. • ..............
The yields have been as early as 
or earlier than Bounty.' The‘fruit
runs a little smaller than'Bounty* 
but of a size more acceptable to the 
consumer. The plant'ls determinate 
in growth habit and produces a 
large number of early fruit. Prac­
tically all the fruits are crackfrec, 
a 'characteristic which - has stood 
the variety in good stead in the 
staking tests.
This new variety "Harrow” was 
compared with fourteen varieties 
on stakes in 1953 and 1954. In both 
years " i t  outyleldcd all other 
varieties in the test, many of them 
bqlng recognized staking varieties, 
from the standpoint of early and 
total yields. The quality was high 
and with the freedom from crack- 
Irfg, the fruits were indeed attrac­
tive. The fruit size on stakes has 
heen very acceptable.
SOME CONSOLATION
XUCH1BUCTO, N.B. — Fishermen 
worried about the smallness of 
smelt catches along New Bruns­
wick’s east coast can take consola­
tion from reports of 50 years ago 
that better times may return. An 
old newspaper said 117 carloads of 
bass and smelt were shipped to 
United States markets in 1901.
SHIPMENT DOWN
HARTLAND, N.B.-Potato ship­
ments from this community, one of 
the province’s principal shipping 
points, are.down this season. Up 
to mid-December §2 carloads had 
been shipped, compared to 265 in 
the corresponding period of 1953.
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
Lett Smith, assistant manager of the Kelowna Sawmill Co. (right) and Bill Holmes, make a 
final check of a complete Okanagan*Orchard Ladder. S. M. Simpson Ltd. started making the special 
type of ladders about 20 years ago. They a ri now made in the KSM woodwork department.
The N EW  1955 M odel, 200 Series
JUR-0-FAN SPRAYERS
Now Available w ith the B ig, New  Ford Valve-in-head 
- — ^ ....... Y  Block V-8 M otor.
PEW PARK ROADS
MONCTON, NJB.—Five miles of 
gravel roads vAre built in Fundy 
National Park during 1954 to make 
game mOfe accessible to visitors, 
and aid in fire protection for the 
80-square-mile area.
M A Y  EV ER Y  SUCCESS A T TEN D  
TH E 66th A N N U A L C O N V EN TIO N  
O F TH E B .C .F .G .A .
We, of the Telephone Company, are fully 
aware that our Valley’s economy . . . 
and our own growth and progress-. . . 
are based largely upon .the continued 
success and well being of the fruit grow- 
. ing industry. . .
We feel, too, that our own confidence in 
the future of this Valley is reflected in 
the vast program of expansion and 
modernization which ; ,we have carried 
out . . . a program which now provides 
the very best’ of telephone service to 
more and more people . . . thus permit­
ting your Telephone; Company to play 
an increasingly important role in the 
production and .marketing of the Val­
ley’s orchard products. ' '
Growing with the Valley it Serves”
T5he
extends





. * 1 . 1 ■ 1 \
W e appreciate the good w ork which the Association 
carries out in the interest of growers and the Okanagan 
Valley as a whole.
J .  J .  LA D D , Mayor.
KSM has developed ideal 
orchard ladder following 
years of experimental work
You may ask “What is so difficult about making a ladder,” but 
then you would be speaking of the common garden variety of lad­
der usually consisting of one by four steps spiked on to a couple of 
two by fours. * An orchard ladder is in an entirely different cate­
gory and requires skilful design, good materials, and careful work­
manship in its make-up.
In the early 1920’s S. M. Simpson an important part in the Okanag- 
began the manufacture of orchard an’s fruit growing industry,, and 
ladders. Numerous designs were provide a safe, sure way to “get to
worked out, many of theim original the top.’ 
and many included ideas from other
's.
< ' * <0 ,'vCW*..
•  Welcome to BCFGA 
Delegates!
See Ibis new Model 
Sprayer at Convention 
Headquarters.
•  Arrange for an 
orchard demonstra­
tion in spray season.




•  GREATER PERFORMANCE
AT LESS OPERATING COST
A SIZE AND CAPACITY FOR EVERY ORCHARD





manufacturers. It t,ook a number 
of years to iron out all the kinks in 
order to produce an orchard ladder 
that was strong enough to support 
a heavy weight, well balanced to 
'remain safe and rigid at sixteen foot 
heights, yet light enough to be car­
ried by even the women and chil­
dren who turn out to harvest the- 
Okanagan’s huge tree fruit cropt . 
SELECTED WOOD 
That ladder was finally; perfected 
with the manufacture of the Okan­
agan Orchard Ladder. Its specially 
graded spruce sides and steps make 
up the main body of the ladder to­
gether with a selected straight graip 
fir leg. The ladder is bolted to­
gether with ;4-inch ; steel rods 
which also help to strengthen and 
support the steps. In addition, gal­
vanized metal' clips help to keep 
the steps firmly in place. The leg 
swings on a'sturdy steel hinge strap. 
■Reinforcing U-bolts and L-.bolts are 
present at the main points of stress. 
No faulty wood grain is covered 
with paint-rladders are sold only 
with unpainted woodwork.
S. M. Simpson Limited continued 
to make orchard ladders up until 
1946 when the Kelowna Sawmill 
Co. Ltd. moved into their new 
I premises at 1390 Ellis Street and the 
ladder manufacture division was 
taken over by the KSM’s modern 
millwork plant. In this department 
all materials are pre-cut and stock­
ed according tb ' the size and part 
of the ladder it represents. 
VARIOUS LENGTHS 
A large stock, of completed lad­
ders in lengths of eight, ten, twelve, 
fourteen and sixteen feet are main­
tained at all times. There is a 
steady market for Okanagan Or­
chard Ladders in the entire Okanag­
an fruit growing area and orders 
have even been delivered to Van­
couver and Vancouver Island to 
former Okanagan residents who 
know and prefer the Okanagan Or­
chard Ladder.
LADDER SPECIALIST
Bill Holmes, the KSM ladder spe­
cialist, hns been making Orchard 
Ladders for so long that he could 
do it with his eyes shut, Ho keeps 
everything neat nnd! orderly In his 
department nnd Woe betido anyone 
who would misplace anything.
The KSM also provides parts ro; 
placement for orchnrdlsts who wish 
to■ mend their,own lnddcrs, nnd a 
repair service to remake old lad­
ders Into new opes. It is very urt-4 
wise to risk life and limb' on a 
patched up ladder when it can bo 
renewed at a reasonable cost. 
Okanagan Orchard Ladders play
&
Best in the W est 
fo r
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Large stocks of completed ladders in lengths of 8’, HP, 12V 14* und 16’ 
are maintained in the KSM Ladder Department.
[ —ry „w > ’
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KAMLOOPS—Fame of the Kam­
loops Christmas "gag” photo depict­
ing an unseasonal heat wave in 
Kamloops has reached Wenatchee, 
Washington, U.S.A.
Wenatchee Dally World has pub­
lished the picture, in which civic 
dignitaries of Kamloops and North 
Kqmtoops ore. seen discussing plana 
for the September meeting of the 
Okanogan.Cariboo Trail Associa­
tion while sheltered from the “bio* 
Ing” sun and being served Ifcr drinks 
on Boxing Day,
Picture ̂ waa first published in the 
Kamloops Sentinel of December 29 
last. It was sent to places as for 
away as California by Glen M. Gar­
vin. manager of the Kamloops ond 
District Board of Trade’s Tourist 
Bureau as a tourist publicity stunt.
The Wenatchee Dally World ap- 
patently appreciated the Joke and 
commented drily that the picture 
purported to show that Kamloops 
was n-ally in the "Banana Belt"
Bill Holmes begins assembly of ladder while Alvin Steel rods arc bolted .through the sides adding strength
Olson and Russ Bell fasten the galvanized blep clips to the and firmness to the steps. Bell artel Olson sort out the
ladder sides. component parts.
mJL ■tom
•  OKANAGAN ORCHARD LADDERS ARE MADE IN OUR MODERN MILLWORK 
PLANT FROM HIGH GRADE STOCK.
•  SPECIALLY GRADED SPRUCE LADDER SIDES AND STEPS.
•  SELECTED STRAIGHT GRAIN 2x2 FIR  LEGS,
•  NO FAULTY STOCK COVERED WITH PAINT.
•  METAL $TEP CLIPS AND J4” STEEL ROD KEEPS STEPs FIRMLY IN PLACE.
•  LEG SWINGS ON A STURDY STEEL STRAP HINGE.
•  SPARE PARTS REPLACEMENT AND REPAIRS.
•  SHIPPED TO ANY POINT IN-B.C. ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
WESTBANK BRANCH
Hill a Century of SeiMce to The OkAnagJah” ^  ; ^
MAIN OFFICE:; KELOWNA, B.C.
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